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Abstract. Hydrody nami cal phenomena can be simulated by discrete
latti ce gas mod els obey ing cellular automata rules [1,21. It is here
shown for a class of D-dimensional lattice gas models how the macrodynamical (large-scale) equations for the dens ities of microscopically
conserved quantities can be syst emat ically derived from the und erlying exact "microdynemicel" Boolean equa tions. Wit h suitable restrictions on the crystallogra phic symmetries of th e lat tice and after
prope r limit s are taken, various standard fluid dynamical equations
are ob tai ned, including th e incom press ible Navier-Stokes equations
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in two and three dimensions. The transport coefficients appearing
in the rnecrodynamical equations are obtained using variants of the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem and Boltzmann form alisms adapted
to fully d iscrete situations.

1.

Introduct ion

It is known t hat wind or water tunnels can he indifferently used for testing low Mach number flows, provided t he Reynolds numbers are ident ical.
Indeed, two fluids with quite different m icroscop ic structures can have t he
same macroscopic be havior b ecause the form of t he macroscopic equat ions
is entirely gove r ne d by the m icroscopic conse rvat ion laws and symmetries.
Although the values of th e transport coeffi ci ents such as the viscosit y may
depend on th e det ails of t he microphysics, st ill, two flows with similar
geometries an d identical va lues for t he relevant dimensionless t ransport
coefficients are related by simi larity.
Recent ly, such observations have led to a new simulation st rategy for
fluid dynamics: fictitio us microworld models obeying discrete cellular automata rules have been found, such that two- and three-dimensional fluid
dynamics are recovered in the mac roscopic limit [1,2J. Cellular automata,
introduced by von Neumann and Ulam [3], consist of a lat tice, each site
of which can have a finite number of states (usually coded by Boolean
variables); t he automaton evolves in discrete steps, the sites being simultaneously up dated by a deterministic or nond eterminist ic rul e. Typically,
only a finite number of neighbors are involved in t he up dating of any site.
A very popular example is Conway's Game of Life [4J . In recent years,
there has been a renewal of interest in this subject (see, e.g., [5-7J), especially becaus e cellular automat a can be imp lem ented in massively parallel
hardware [8-10] .
T he class of cellul ar automat a used for the simulat ion of fluid dyn amics are here called "lattice gas models" . Histor ically, they emerged from
attempts to construct discre te models of fluids with vary ing moti vati ons.
T he aim of molec ular dy namics is to simulate the real microworld in order, for example, to calc ulate transport coefficients; one concent rates mass
and momentum in discrete particles with continuous time, pos it ions, and
velocities and arbitrary interactions [11- 14). Discrete velocity models, introduced by Broadwell [IS] (see also [11>--20)), have been used mostly to
understand rarefied gas dynamics. The velocity set is now finite, space
and time are still continuous, and the evolution is probabilistic, being governed by Boltzmann scattering rules . To our knowled ge, the first lattice
gas model with fluid dynamical features (sound waves) was introduced by
Kadanoff an d Swift [21]. It uses a master-equati on model with cont inuous
t ime. The first fully deterministic latti ce gas model (now known as HPP)
wit h discre te time, pos it ions, and veloci ties was introduced by Hardy, de
Pazzis, an d Pomeau [22,23] (see also related work in reference 24). The
HPP model, a pr esentation of which will be postponed to sect ion 2, was
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int roduced to analyze, in as simp le a framework as possible, fundamental quest ions in statistical mechanics such as ergodicity and the divergence
of transport coefficients in two dimensions 123]. The HPP model leads to
sound waves, which have been observed in simulations on the MIT cellular
automaton machine [8]. The difficul ties of the HP P mo del in coping wit h
full fluid dyn amics were overcome by Frisch, Hass lacher, and Pomeau [I Jfor
the two-dimensional Nav ier-Sto kes equations; mo dels adapted to the threedim ension al case were introduced by d 'Hu mieres, Lallemand, and Frisch
12]. This has led to rapid developm ent of the su bject [2S-47] . These papers
are mostly concerned with lattice gas mode ls leading to the Navie r-Stokes
equat ions. A numb er of ot her pr oblems are known t o be amena ble to
lattice gas models: buoya ncy effects [48], seismic P-waves [49], magnetohydrodyn amics [So-S21 , react ion-di ffusion models [S3-SS], interfaces and
combust ion phenomena [S6,S7], Bur gers ' model IS8).
T he aim of t his paper is to present in det ail an d without unnecessary
restrictions t he theory leading from a simple class of D-dim ensional "onespeed" lat tic e gas models to t he continuum macroscopic equations of fluid
dy namics in two and three dimensions. The extension of our approach to
multi-spee d models, including, for example, zero-velocity "rest particles",
is quite straightfo rward; there will be occas ional brief comments on such
models. We now outline t he paper in some detail while emphasizing some
of t he key steps. Some knowledge of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics
is helpful for reading t his paper, but we have t ried to make t he paper
self-contained.
Sect ion 2 is devo te d to various lat tice gas models an d t he ir sy mmet ries.
We be gin with the sim ple fully det erministic HP P model (squ are lat tic e).
We then go to the FH P model (triangular lat t ice) which may be formulated
with deterministic or nond eterminist ic collision rul es. Finally, we consider a
genera l class of (usually) nondeterminist ic, one-speed mode ls containing t he
pseudo-four-d imens iona l, face-centered-hypercubic (FC HC) mo del for use
in t h ree dimensions [2] . In this section, we also introduce various abst ract
symmetry assumptions, which hold for all three mo dels (HPP, FHP, an d
FC HC) and which will be very useful in reducing the complexity of the
subsequent algebra.
In section 3, we introduce the "microdynamical equations" , the Boolean
equivalent of Hami lton 's equations in ordinary statistical mechanics. We
t hen procee d with t he probabilistic descr iption of an ensemble of realizat ions of t he lat t ice gas. At t his level, t he evolution is governed by a (discrete) Liouv ille equation for t he probabili ty distr ib ut ion fu nction.
In section 4, we show that t here are equ ilibrium stat ist ical solutions with
no equal-t ime correlations between sites. Unde r some mildl y restrictive assumptions, a Ferm i-Dirac distribution is ob tained for t he mean populat ions
which is universal, i.e., independent of collision rules. This distribution is
parame t rized by the mean values of th e collision invariants (usually, mass
and momentum) .
Locally, mass and mome nt um are discret e, but the mean valu es of t he
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density and mass current can be t une d continuous ly, just as in the "real
world". Furthermore, space and time can he regarded as continuous by consider ing local equi libria, slowly varying in space and time (section 5). The
matching of these equilibria leads to macroscopic PDEs for the conserved
quantit ies.
The resulting "macrodynamical equa tions", for the density and mass
current, are not invariant under arbitrary rotations. HoweverJ in section
6, we show that the essential terms in the macroscopic equations become
isotropic as soon as the lat tice gas has a sufficiently large crystallog raph ic
symmetry group (as is the case for the FHP and pseudo-four-d imensional
models, bu t not for the HPP model).
When the necessary symmetries hold, fluid dynamical equatio ns are
derived in section 7. We consider various limit s involving large scales and
times and small ve locities (compared to particle speed). In one limit, we
obtain the equat ions of scalar sound waves ; in anot her limit , we obtain the
incompressib le Navier-Stokes equations in two and three dimensions. It is
not eworthy that Galilean invariance, which does not hold at the microscopic
level , is resto red in these limits.
In section 8, we show how to determine the viscos ities of lattice gases .
Th ey can be expres sed in terms of equilibrium space-time correlation functions via an adaptation to lattice gases of fluctuat ion-dissi pat ion relations.
This is done with a viewp oint of "noisy" hydrodynamics, which also brings
out the crossover peculiarities of two dimensions, namely a residual weak
scale-dependence of transport coefficients at large sca les. Alternatively,
fluctu ation-dissipation relat ions can he obtained from the Liouville equat ion with a Green-Kubo formalism [431. Fully expl icit expressions for the
v iscos ities can be derived via the "Lattice Boltzmann Approximation" ,
not needed for any earlier steps . This is a finite-difference variant of the
discrete-velocity Boltzmann approximation. Th e latter, which assumes continuous space and time variables , is valid only at low densities, whil e its
latt ice variant seems to capt ure most of the finite-density effects (with the
exce ption of two-dimeneion al crossover effects) . Further studies of the Lattice Boltzm ann Approximation may be found in reference 42. Implications
for the questi on of the Reynolds number are discussed at the end of the
section .
Sect ion 9 is the concl usion. Various questions are left for the appendices:
detailed techni cal proofs, inclusion of body forces, cat alog of results for
various FHP models, proof of an H-theorem for the Lat tice Boltzmann
Approximation (due t o M. Henon) .

2.
2.1

D eterministic and n ondeterministic lattice gas models
The HPP m odel

Let us begin with a heuristic const ruction of the HPP model [22-241. Consider a two-dimensional square lattice with unit lat tice constant as show n
in figure 1. Particles of unit mass and unit spee d are movi ng along the
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Figure 1: The HPP model. The black arrows are for cell-occupation .
In (a) and (b) the lattice is shown at two successive times.
lattice links and are located at t he nodes at integer times. Not more than
one particle is to be found at a given time and node, moving in a given
direct ion (exclusion principle). When two and exactly two particles arrive
at a no de from opposite directions (head-on collisions), t hey immediately
leave th e nod e in the two ot her, previously unocc upied, directions (see figur e 2) . These deterministic collision laws obviously conserve mass (particle
numb er) and momentum an d are the only nontrivial ones wit h these pro perties. Furthermore, they have the same discrete inva riance group as the
lat t ice.
The above defin ition can b e formalized as follows. We take an L by
L square lat ti ce, periodically wrapped around (a nonessential assumption,
made for convenience). Eventually, we will let L --+ 00 . At each node,
labeled by the d iscrete vector z, ; there are four cells labeled by an index i, defined modulo four. The cells are associated to the unit vectors
c, connecting the node to its four nearest neighbors (i increases counterclockwise). Each cell (r., i) has two states coded with a Boolean variab le:
ni(r.) = 1 for "occupied" and ni (r.) = a for "unoccupied". A cellular automaton updating ru le is defined on the Boolean field n. = {n,(r.), i =
1, ... , 4, r ; E Lattice}. It has two steps. Step one is collision: at each
node, the four-bit states (1, 0, 1, 0) and (0, 1, 0, 1) are exchanged; all other
states are left unchanged. Ste p two is propagation: ni(r.) --+ ni (r. - c. ).
This two-step rul e is ap p lied at each integer ti me, t•. An example of impleme ntation of t he ru le, in wh ich arrows stand for cell-oc cupation, is shown
in figures La and b.
Collisions in the HPP model conserve mass an d moment um locally,
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Figure 2: Co llision rules {or the HPP model.

whe reas pr opagat ion conse rves t hem globally. (Actually, momentum is
conserve d along each horizontal and vertical line, resulting in far too m any
conserve d quantiti es for physical modeling .) IT we attribut e to each p article a kin etic energy ~ , t he t ot al kinetic energy is also conserved. Energy
con servation is, however, indistinguishable from m ass conservation and will
not p lay any dynamical role. Mo de ls h av ing an ener gy conservation law indep endent of mas s cons ervation w ill not be considered in t h is paper (see
[2,29]).
The dynamics of th e HPP model is invariant under all d iscrete t ransformations th at cons erve the squ are lattice: discr ete t ranslations, rot ations by
-j- , an d mirror symmetri es. Furthermore, t he dynamics is invar iant under
d uaUty, that is exchange of L'e and D's (p articles and holes).
2 .2

The FHP models

T he FHP models I, II, and III (see b elow), introduced by Frisch, Hasslach er ,
and Pomeau [1] (see a lso [25-31,35,38-44,46]) are variants of the HPP mod el
with a larger invariance group. The residing lattice is t riangu lar with unit
lattice constant (figur e 3) . Each node is now connected to its six neighbors
by unit vect ors c, (with i defined modulo six) and is thus endowed with
a six-bit state (or seven , see below) . Updating involves again propagation
(defined as for HPP) and collisions.
In constructing collision rul es on the triangular la t t ice, we must cons ider
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Figure 3: Th e FHP mod el with binary head -on and t riple collisions
at two successive ti mes.

bo th deterministic and nondetermin istic rules. For a head-on collis ion with
occup ied "in put ch annels" (i , i + 3), t here are two p ossible pairs of occup ied "out put ch annels" such t hat mass and momentum are conserved,
namely (i + 1, i + 4) and (i - 1, i - 4) (see figure 4a) . We can decide always to choo se one of these cha nn els ; we t he n have a deterministic mo del,
which is mira!, i.e., not inva ri ant under m irr or- symmetry. Alte rn at ively,
we ca n make a nondet ermi n ist ic (rand om) choic e, wit h equal prob a bilities
t o restore mirror-symmetry. F ina lly, we can make a pseudo-random choice,
dep end ent, for example, on t he parity of a time or space ind ex.
We mu st also cons ider spurious conservation laws. Head-on collisions
cons erve, in addit ion t o total p ar ti cle number I t he differen ce of particle
numbers in any pair of opposite directi ons (i , i+3). T hus , head-on collisions
on a t r iangu lar lat ti ce conserve a to t a l of four scalar quantiti es. This means
that in ad dition t o mass and momentum conservat ion , the re is a spurious
conservation law. T he large-sca le dynami cs of such a model will differ
dr as tically from ord inary hy dr odyn amics, unless t he spurious conservation
law is removed . One way t o ach ieve t his is to introduce t rip le collisions
(i, i + 2, i + 4) ~ (i + 1, i + 3, i + 5) (see figure 4b).
Several m od els can be cons tructed on t he t riangu lar lattice. T he simp lest set of collision rules wit h no spurious conservat ion law, wh ich will
b e called FHP-I, involves only (pseudo-random) binary head-on collisions
an d triple collisions. FH P-I is not invar iant und er du ality (parti cle-hole
excha nge), but can b e made so by inclusion of t he duals of t he head- on
collisions (see figure 4c) . F inally, the set of collision rules can be sat ura ted
(exh au sted) by inclusion of head-on collisions with a "spectator" [59], that
is, a particle whi ch rem ain s un affect ed in a collision ; figure 4d is an example
of a head- on collision wit h a spe ctator prese nt .
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Figu re 4: Co llision rules for t he FHP models: (a) head-on collision
wit h two output channels given equa l weights; (b) triple collision;
(c) dual of head- on collision unde r pa rticl e-hole excha nge ; (d) headon collision wit h spectator ; (e) binary collisions involvin g one rest
particle (r ep resen ted by a circle).

T he model, FHP-II, is a seven-b it variant of FHP-I including a zerovelocity "rest particle" I the addit ional collision rules of figu re 4e, and varia nts of the head-on and t ri ple collisions of figu res 4a an d 4b wit h a spectato r
rest p ar t icle. Bina ry collisions involving rest part icles remove spurious conservations, and do so mo re efficient ly at low densities t han t rip le collisions.
F inally, mo de l FHP-III is a collision-saturated vers ion of FHP-II [31). For
simp licity , we h ave chosen not to cover t he theory of mo dels with rest part icles in det ail.
The .dynam ics of the FHP models are invariant unde r all discret e t ransfor m at ions that conserve the t riangular lat t ice: discret e trans lat ions , rotat ions by 1r /3, and mirror symmetries wit h resp ect t o a latt ice line (we
exclude here t he ch iral variants of the mode ls) .
2 .3

The FCHC four-dimensional and the pseudo-fou r -dimen sional
models

Three dimensional reg ular lat t ices do not have eno ugh symmetry to ens ure
macroscop ic isotropy [1,2,39]_ A suitable four-d imens ional m odel has been
int roduced by d'Humieres, La llemand, and Frisc h [2]. T he res iding lat t ice
is face-centered-hypercubic (FCHC) , defined as the set of signed integers
( X l, X2, X3, x 4 ) such that Xl + X2 + X3 + X 4 is even . Eac h node is connected
via links of length c = y'2 to 24 nearest neighbors, hav ing two coordinates
di ffering by ±l. T hus, the FCHC model has 24-b it states. The 24 poss ible
velocity vectors are again denoted Ci; for the index i, t here is no pre ferre d
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ordering and we will leave t he ordering unspecified . Propagation for t he
FC HC lattice gas is as usual. Collision rul es should conserve mass and fourmomentum whil e avoiding spur ious conservations . This can be achieved
with just binary collisions , bu t better strategies are known 132,33}. Nondet erministic rules involving t ransit ion probabilities are needed to ensure
that the collisions and th e lattice have the same invariance group (precise
definitions ar e postponed to section 2.4) .
The allowed transformations of the FCHC model are discrete translat ions and t hose isomet ries generated by permutations of coordinates, reversa l of one or severa l coord inates and symmetry wit h respect to the hyp erplane Xl + X2 + Xs + X. = O.
To model three-dimensional fluids and maintain the requ ired isotropies,
we define the pseudo-four-dimensional model 12] as the three-dimensional
projection of an F CHC model with unit periodicity in the x.-direction (see
figure 5). It resides on an ordinary cubic lattice with unit lattice cons tant.
The full four -dimension al discrete velocity struct ure is pr eserved as follows.
There is one communication channel to t he twelve next-ne arest ne ighbors
(correspo nding to the twelve velocity vectors such that V .I, t he fourth component of t he velocity, vanis hes ) an d there are two commun icat ion channels
to the six nearest neighb ors (corresp onding resp ecti vely to velocit ies with
v. = ± 1). Du ring the propagat ion phas e, particles with v. = ± 1 move to
nearest neighbor nodes, while particles with v. = 0 move to next-nearest
neighbors . The collision strategy is th e same as for t he FCHC model, so
that four-momentum is conserved. The four th component is not a spurious ly conserved quantity because, in th e incompressible limit, it does not
effective ly couple back to th e ot her conserved quant ities [2] .

2.4

A general cl ass of nondeterministic models

In most of this pap er, we will work with a class of models (generally nondet erministic) encompassing all the above one-speed models. The relevant
common asp ect s of all th ose models are now listed: th ere is a regular latt ice, the nod es of which are connected to nearest neighbors t hrough links
of equal length; all velocit y directions are in some sense equivalent and t he
velocity set is invariant under reversal; at each node t here is a cell associated with each possible velocity. This cell can be occupied by one particle
at mos t; particles are indistinguishable; particles are marched forward in
t ime by successively applying collision and propagation rul es; collisions are
purely local , having the same invariances as th e velocity set ; and collisions
conserve on ly mas s and momentum.
We now give a more formal definition of t hese one-speed models as
cellular automata. Let us beg in with the geometrical aspects. We take
a D -dimens ional Bravais latt ice f, in R D of finite extension O(L ) in all
direct ions (event ually, L ---.. 00 ) ; the position vector r ; of any node of such
a lat t ice is a linea r combination wit h int eger coefficients of D independent
gene rating vectors [60]. We furthermore assume that there exists a set of
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b "velocity vectors" c. having equal modulus c, t he particle speed. c. has
spat ial compon ents c.; (a = 1, .. . ,D).1 We requir e t he following for c.:
1. For any r, E L, the set of the r;
of r • .

+ c/s is t he

set of nearest neighbors

2. Any two nodes can be connected via a finite chain of nearest neigh b ors .

3. For any pair ( C i, Cj) there exists an element in the "crystallographic"
group 9 of isom et ries globally preserving the set of velocity vectors,
which m aps c, int o Cj'
4. For any velocity vector cr, we denote by 9, the subgroup of 9 whic h
leaves c. invariant and thus leaves its orthogonal hyperplane, IIi, globa lly invariant; we assume that (a) there is no non-vanishing vector in
II, invarian t under all the elements of 9, and (b) the only linear transformat ions within the space II, commuting with all t he elements of
9i are pr oportional to the ident ity.
Now, we construct t he aut omaton. To eac h node r ; we a t tach a bb it state n (r. ) = {ni(r.} , i = 1, .. . ,b}, whe re the ni's are Boo lean vari ab les. The up dating of the "Boolean field", n(.), involves two successive
steps: co llision followed by propagation. We choose this particular orde r
for tec hnical convenience; after a lar ge number of iterations, it will become
irrelevan t which step was first . 2 P ropagation is defined as

(2.1)
The spat ia l sh ift ing by c, is performed on a p er iodicall y- wrappe d around
lat tic e wit h O( L ) sites in any dir ecti on ; even t ua lly, L -+ 00. Collision is the
simu ltaneous app lication at each node of nondet er m inist ic t ransit ion rul es
from an in-st a te s = {Si' i = 1, .. . , b} to an out-state Sf = {sL i = 1, ... , b} .
Each transition is ass igned a probability A(s -+ s') ~ 0, normalized to one
(L:•• A (s --+ s') = 1 Vs), an d depending only on s and s' and not on t he
nod e. The following add it ional assumpt ions are made.
5. Conse rva t ion laws: the only collections of b real number s ai such that
L)s~ - s,)A(s

-+

s')l1j = 0,

'Is,s',

(2.2)

1 In this paper, Greek and Roman indices refer respectively to comp onents and velocity
labels. Summation over repeat ed Greek indices, but not Roman ones, is implicit.
2For deterministic lat tice gases, such as HP P, it is poss ible to bring out th e reversibility
of the updatin g ru le by defining the state of t he automaton at half-integer times, with
particles located at the middle of links connect ing nearest-neighbor nodes; updating then
comprises half a propagation, followed by collision, followed by an oth er half pr opagation

1221·

30ther boun dary con ditions at the lattice edge can also be used -for example, 'windtunnel- conditions 125,26,281.
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are linear combinations of 1 (for a ll i) and of
related to mass and momentum conservation.

Ci h

" ' J

CiD,

i.e.

aj

is

6. Invariance under a ll isometries p reserving the velocity set :

A(g(s)

--+

g(s')) = A(s

--+

s'),

Vg E

9,

'Is , s'.

(2.3)

7. Semi-detailed balance:

L A(s

--+

s' ) = 1,

(2.4)

'Is'.

Va r ious comments a re now in or de r . Semi-detailed balance, a lso used
in discrete velocity Bo lt zman n models [17] , m eans t hat if before collision
a ll s tates have equa l p robabili ti es , they s tay so a fte r colli sion. It is trivi ally
satisfied when the collision rule is det er mini stic and one-to-one. There
ex ists a lso a s tronger ass umption , det ail ed bal ance (th a t is A (5 --+ 5') =

A(s'

--+ s )), which will not be needed here. T he HP P, FHP, an d FCHP
lattice gases satisfy the above ass um pt ions (1) through (4). T he proofs
are given in Appendix A. T he other assumptions (5) through (7) hold by
construction with the exception of t he chiral vers ions of F HP . The lat ter do
not satisfy (6) because the collision rul es are not invar ian t under the mirrorsymmetries with respect to velocity vectors . Full 9 -invariance holds for the
velocity set of the pseudo-four-dimensional mode l, which is the same as for
the FCHC mode l; however, the spatial structure is only invariant under the
smaller gro up of t he t hree-dimens ional cubic lattice.
The invariance assumptions int ro duced above have impo rtant consequences for t he t ransformat ion proper ti es of vect ors an d tensors . T he following definitions will be used . A tensor is sa id to be g-invarian t if it is
invari ant under any isometry in §. A set of i-depe ndent tensor s of order
p {Ti = tiOl l 012u,ap' i = 1, . . . , b} is said to be § -invariant if any isometry in
§ changing c, int o cs, changes Ti into T;. Not e that this is stronger than
global invar iance under t he group g. The velocity moment of order p is
defined as Li CiOl l Ci a 2 • •• Cia,. '
We now list t he tran sformation properties following from §-invarian ce.
T he proofs are given in Ap pendix B.

P 1 Parity-invariance. The set of velocity vectors is invariant under spacereversal.
P2

Any set of i-dependent vectors

ViOl,

which is §-invariant, is of the form

A Cia'

P 3 Any set of i-dependent te nsors tia/h which is 9 -invariant, is of t he
form ACia Cill + P,oall .
P4

Is otropy of second-o rder t ensors. Any 9-invariant tensor t all is of the
form P,oall .

P 5 Any § -invariant third-order te nsor vanishes.
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Velocity moments. Od d-order veloc ity moments vanish. The secondorder velocity moment is given by

L Ci.Ci~ =
•

be'
D b.~ .

(2.5)

There is, in general, no closed form expression for even-order velocity
moments beyond second order, with the assumptions made up to this point
(see section 6).

3.
3 .1

Microdynamics and p roba b ilist ic description
Microdynamical equations

It is possible to give a compact rep resentation of the "microdynamics",
describing the application of the up dating rules to the Boolean field. This is
the cellular automaton analog of Hamilton's equations of motion in class ical
statistist ical mechanics. We begin with the HPP lattice gas (section 2.1).
Let ni (t.,r.}, as defined in sect ion 2.1, denote the HPP Boolean field at the
discrete time t•. With i labeling the four cells of an HPP node, the collision
rule can be form ulated as follows: If the in-state has i and i + 2 empty an d
i + 1 and i + 3 occupied, t hen t he opposite holds in t he out-state; similar ly,
if the in-st ate has i + 1 and i + 3 empty and i and i + 2 occu pied; otherwise,
the content of cell i is left unchanged. Thus , t he updating of t he Boolean
field may be written

ni (t.. . + 1, r.

+ e.) =

(n i A -, (ni A ni+2 A . 1ti+l A -mi+3) ) V (n i+l /\ ni+S /\ ...,ni 1\ ...,niH )

(3.1)

whe re t he who le r.h .s. is evaluate d at t; and r •. T he symbols 1\, v , and ...,
stand for A N D, OR, and NOT respecti vely. It is known that any Boolean
re lat ion can be recoded in arit hmetic form (/\ becomes multiplicat ion, ...,
becomes one minus the variable, etc.). In this way, we ob tain

ni(t.

+ 1, r; + c.) = 11; (t., r.) + ai(n).

(3.2)

The "collision function" .6. i (n ), which can take the va lues ±l and 0, describes the change in ni(t., r.) due to collisions . For the HPP model, it
depends on ly on i and on the set of n;'s at t . . and r., denoted n; it is given
by

ai(n) =
nHlni+S(1 - ni)( 1 - niH) - ni11;+,(1 - ni+,) (1 - ni+S).

(3.3)

Equation (3.2) (with ai(n) given by equation (3.3)) will be ca lled the microdynamical HPP equation. It holds for arbitrary i (modulo four), for
arbitrary integer t., and for arbitrary r ; E f. (f. designates the lat tice) .
It is easy to extend the microdynamical formalism to other models . For
FHP-I (sect ion 2.2) , we find that the collision function may be written (i
is now defined modulo six)
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t.;(n) = ~ •• e ,

+(1- ~•.r.l

+

n Hln;H(1 - n;)(1 - n;+2)(l - nH , )(1 - n ;+5)
n;+,n;+5(l - n;) (1 - n;+l)(1 - n;+5) (1 - n; H)
n;n;+5 (1 - n;+l)(1 - n;+,)(1 - n;H)(1 - n;+5 )
nHln; +,n;+5(1 - 14)(1 - nH,)(l - n;H )
n;nH,n;H (l - n;+l)(l - n;+,)(1 - n;+5)

(3.4)

Here , e,~r. denotes a time- and site-dependent Boolean variable which takes
the value one wh en head-on colliding p articles are t o be rotated counte rclockwise an d zero ot herwise (remember, that there are two possible outcomes of such collisions) . For the theory, the simplest choice is to assign
equal probabilities to th e two possibilities and to assume independence of
all the €'s. In practical implementations, other chokes are often more conven ient .
We now give t he microdynamical equation for the genera l class of nondeterministic models defined in section 2.4. Propagation is as before. For the
collision phase at a given node, it is convenient to sum over all 26 in-states
b
S = {s, = OorI, i = I , ... , b} an d 2 out-st ates s'. The nondeterministic
transit ions are taken car e of by the introduct ion at each t ime and node
and for any pair of states (s, s' ) of a Boolean variable
(time and space
lab els omitted for conciseness). We assume t hat

eul

(~...) =

A(s ~ s'},

(3.5)

'Is, s' ,

wh ere A(s -) Sf) is the t ransition probability introduced in section 2.4j t he
angular br acket s denote averaging. We also assume that

L e,,1=
.'

1,

'Vs.

(3.6)

Since the €,s ar e Boolean, equat ion (3.6) means that, for a given in-state s
an d a given realization of
one and only one out-state Sf is obtained. It
is now clear that the microdynamical equation can be written as

eu',

(3.7)
T he factor s~ ensures the presence of a particle in the cell i after the collision;
t he various factors in the product over the inde x J. ensur e that before t he
collision t he pattern of n/s matches that of s/s. Using equat ion (3.7) and
t he identity

" s ·IIn·j(l - n _)( l- ' j) = nL

'

;

,

1

(3.8)

"

we can rewrite the microdynamical equat ion in a form that brings out the
collision function

n;(t.

+ l ,r. + c.)

= n;

+ t.;(n)

t.; (n) = L (s; - s;)~..,

",1

II n;'( I i

n ;)(Hjl.

(3.9)
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In th e sequel, it will often he useful to have a compact notation. We
define the collision op erator,

C : n; (r.)

>-> n; (r.)

+ ~;(n (r.)) ,

(3.10)

the streaming operator,

S : n;(r.)

>->

n;(r. - c.),

(3.11)

and th e evolution operator, th e com posit ion of the latter,

c=

S oC.

(3.12)

The entire updating can now be written as

n(t. + 1,.J

c n(t. , .),

=

(3.13)

where the point in the second argument of the n's stands for all th e sp ace
vari ab les.
An interesti ng property of the microdynamical equation, not shared by
the Hamilton equations of ordinary statist ical mechanics, is that it remains
meaningful for an infinite lat t ice, since th e updating of any given node
involves on ly a finite nu mber of neighbors.

3.2

C onservation r elations

Conservat ion of mass and momentum at each node in t he collision process
can be exp ressed by t he following relations for the collision function:

I: ~;(n) =

0,

I: c;~; (n) =

0,

'In E {O, I}',

'In E {O, I}',

(3.14)

(3.15)

where {O, l}b denotes the set of all possib le b-bit words. This implies important conservation relat ions for t he Boo lean field :
(3.16)

(3.17)
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3.3

The Liouville equation

We now make th e transition, t rad itional in st at ist ical mechanics, from a
deterministic to a prob abilistic point of view. This can be obscured by the
fact that some of our models are already probabilistic. So, let us assume
for a while t hat the evolut ion operator is deterministic and invertible (as is
the case for HPP ).
Assuming t hat we hav e a finite lattice, we define the phase space, I',
as t he set of all poss ible assignments s(.) = {s;(r.) , i = 1, ... , b, r. E .c}
of the Boolean field ni(r.). A particular assignment of t he Boolean field
will be called a configuration. We now consider at t ime t. = 0 an ens em ble
of init ial conditions, each endowed with a probability p (O , s(. J) ~ 0, such
that

L:

(3.18)

p (O , s( .)) = 1.

,(.)er

We let each configur at ion in the ensemble evolve according to the au tomaton updating rul e, i.e., with the evolution ope rat or l of equat ion (3.13) .
The latter being, here, invertible. conservation of probability is expressed
as

(3.19)
This equat ion is clearly the analog of t he Liouville equation of statistical
mechanics, and will be given the same name. Alternatively, the Liouville
equat ion can be written

(3.20J

P(t. +1,5s(. )) = p (t. , C- ' s(.)) .

To derive t his, we have used equation (3.12) and put the streaming ope rator
in t he l.h.s., a form which will be more convenient subsequent ly.
In the n on det erministic case , we must enlarge the pr obability space to
inclu de not on ly t he p hase spac e of initi al condi tions, but the space of all
poss ible choices of th e Boolean variables e(ss' ), which at each t ime an d each
node select t he unique transit ion from a given in-state s (see section 3.1).
Since the €,s are indepen dentl y chosen at each time, t he entire Boolean
field n(t., .) is a Markov process (wit h deterministic rul es, this process is
degenerate) . Wh at we will continue to call t he Liouville equ ation is actually
th e Chapman-Kolmogorov equation for t his Markov proc ess, namely

p(t. + 1, 5s'( .)) =

L:

II A(s(r.)

-+

s'(r.J) p(t., s( .)).

(3.21)

, (.)Er r . E£

This equat ion just exp resses t hat the probability at t; + 1 of a given (propagated) configuration s' (.) is the sum of t he probabilities at t, of all possible
original configurat ions s(.) times the transiti on pr ob abili ty. The latter is
a product , because we assumed that the f s are chosen indep end ently at
each nod e. In th e det erministic case, A (s(r.) -+ s'(r.ll selects t he unique
configuration C-1s'( .)' so that equat ion (3.20) is recovered .
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Mean quantities

Having int rodu ced a probab list ic descr ip t ion , we now turn to mean qu ant ities. For an "observable" q(n(t., .J), which depends on the Boolean field
at a single time, t he mean is given by ensemble averaging over P (t*,s (.))
(3.22 )
An important ro le will b e played in t he sequel by the following mean
quantit ies: the mean population
(3.23 )
t he density, and t he mass current (mean momentum)
(3.24)

Note t hat these are mean quantities per node, not pe r un it area or volume .
T he density per cell is defined as d = p/b. Finally, t he mean velocity u is
defined by

j (t. , r .) = p(t.,r.)u (t.,r.).

(3.25 )

Note t hat under duality (exchan ge of particles and ho les), p changes
into b - p, d into 1 - d, ,j into - j , and u into t he "mean hole-velocity"
UH

=

-udj (l - d).

Averaging of the micro dynamical conservat ion relations 3.16 an d 3.17
leads to conservation relations for t he mean po pu lations
(3.26)

(3.27 )

4.

Equilibrium solutions

It h as been shown by Hardy, Pomeau, and de Pazzis /221 that the HPP
model has very simple statistical equilibri um solut ions (wh ich t hey ca ll
invar iant states) in which the Boolean variab les at all t he cells are in depe ndent. Such equilibrium solutions are t he lat tice gas equivalent of Maxwell
statesin classical statistical mechanics and are therefore crucial for deriving
hyd rodynamics. T here are similar results for the gener al class of nondeterministic mod els introduced in section 2.4, which are now discussed.
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4.1

Stead y solut ions of t he Liouville equ a t ion

We are interested in equilibrium solut ions, that is, steady-state solut ions
of the Liouville equat ion (3.21) for a finite, periodically wrapped around
lattice. Collisions on the latt ice are purely local (their impact parameter is
zero). This suggests the existence of equilibrium solut ions with no singletime spatial correlations. The latt ice properties being translation-invariant,
the distr ibution should be the same at each node. Thus , we are looking for
equilibrium solutions of the form.

p (s (.)) =

11P(s(r.)) ,

(4.1)

r.

where p(s) , the probability of a given state , is node-independent . Maximizati on of the ent ropy (see Appendix F) suggests that p(s) should be
complete ly factorized over all cells, that is, of the form

(4.2)
Note that N:'(l - N;)('-") is the pr obabilit y of a Boolean variable wit h
mean N i .
Now, we must check that there are indeed solutions of the form that we
have been guessing. Substitution of P(.(.)) given by equat ion (4.1) with
p(s) given by equation (4.2) into t he Liouville equation (3.21) leads to

II N; ' (l - N; )(l-.,) = LA(s

--+

i

s') II N? (l - N; )(H;) , Vs', (4.3)
i

where N, is the mean population of cell i , independent of the node and of
the time.
Equation (4.3) is a set 2' (t he numb er of different states) equat ions
for b unknowns. The fact that it actua lly possesses solutions is nontrivial.
Furthermore, th ese solut ions can be complete ly described. Indeed, we have
t he following lemma.
Lemma 1 . The following statements are equiva lent :
1. The Ni's are a solution of equation (4.3) .
2. The Ni's are a solution of the se t of b equat ions

L (s: - s;)A(s
u'

--+

s'] II N?(l - N;)(H;) = 0,

Vi .

(4.4)

;

3. The Nt's are given by the Fermi-Dir ac dis tribution

Ni

=

1
,
1 + exp(h + q . c.)

(4.5)

where h is an arbitrary real number and q is an arbitrary D -dimensional
vector.
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The proof of t he eq uivalence is given in App endix C; it makes use of
semi-detailed balance an d t he absence of sp urious invariants. The most
important conse quence of t he lemma is the Universality Th eorem. Nondeterministic lattice gas mod els satisfying semi-detailed balance and h aving
no spurious invariants admit universal equilib rium solut ions, complete ly
factorized over all nodes and all cells, with mean populations given by
t he Fermi-Dirac distributi on (4.5), dependent only on the density P and
the mass cur rent j = pu, an d indep end ent of t he transition prob a bilities

A (s .... s').
T he proof follows from t he observation that the Lagra nge multipliers
h and q of t he Fermi-Dirac distribution can b e calcu late d in terms of the
density an d t he mass current through t he relat ion s
1

(4.6)

P=L
Ni =L
'
i
i
1 + exp(h + q . c.)
pu =

LNici
= LCi
i
i
l

+exp

1
(h

+ q ' Ci

r

(4.7)

For t he HPP model, t h is set of equat ions is reducible t o a cubic polynomi al equation, so t hat explicit solut ions are known [221. For t he FHP
mod el, explicit so lut ions are kn own only for spec ial cases [61].
It is not partic ularly surprisi ng for models t hat have a built-in excl usion
principle (not mo re t han one particl e per cell) to ob t ain a Fermi-Dirac
distribution at equilibrium. Note th at the factorized equ ilibrium solut ions
remain meaningful on an infinite lattice. There is no proof at the moment
that the only equilibrium solutions which are relevant in the limit of infin it e
lattices ar e of t he above form, namely complet ely fact orized (which then
implies the Fermi-Dirac distribution). There is strong numerical evidence,
for those models that hav e been simulated , that the Fermi-Dirac is t he on ly
relevant one [8,25,271.

4 .2

Low-speed equilibria

In the "real world" , equilibrium distributions with different mean velocit ies
are simpl y related by a Galilean trans format ion. Galilean invariance does
not hold at the microscopic level for a lattice gas; therefore , there is no simple relation between the eq uilibri a with van ish ing and nonvanishing mean
velocity, For subsequent derivations of fluid dynamical equat ions , we will
on ly need equilibria with low speeds, that is with u = lu i < c, the particle
speed. Such equ ilibr ia ca n be calculated p erturbatively in powers of u.
We write t he equ ilibrium distribution as

N, = h D(h(p,u ) + q(p , u)

.Ci),

where we have used the Fermi-Dirac function
1
iFD(x) = - - S .
1+e

(4.8)

(4.9)
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We observe th at

(4.10)
Indeed, by ass umption (3) of section 2.4, th ere exists an isometry of the
lattice exchanging any two velocity vectors c, and c;; the vector u = a
being also trivially invariant, the mean population N, is independent of i.
Thus, fFD (h( p, 0)) = d and q (p, 0) = o.
Furthermore, it follows from parity- invariance (u ---+ -U , Ci --+ - Ci )
that

h(p, - u)

= h(p , u),

q(p, - u)

= - q (p, u).

(4.11)

We now exp and h and q in powers of u

h( p, u) = Ito + h, u'
qa(P, u) = q,u a

+ O(u')

+ 0(u3 ),

(4.12)

where h OI h2, and ql depen d on p. T he fact that h2 and qi are sca lars rather
than second-order tensors is a consequence of the isotropy of second-order
tensors (property P4 of section 2.4). We substitute equation (4.12) into
equation (4.8) and expand the mean populations in powers of u

N, = [pD + qd~Du· c,

+ h,[~Du' + ~q;J;D(U . c,)' + 0(ti 3) .(4.13)

Here, I FD , f } D , and f pD are the values at Ito of the Fermi-Dirac function
and its first and secon d derivatives . From equat ion (4.13) , we calcu late the
density p = L:i Ni and the mass current pu = L:i ciNi , using the velocity
moment relations (P 6 of section 2.4) . Identification gives ho, h2 , and ql in
terms of p. This is then used to calculate the equilibrium mean populat ion
up to second order in u ; we obtain

Ni' (p, u) = i!-b

3
+ pf
C'a Ua + pG( p)Q'apuaup + 0 (u )
cb

(4.14)

where

D ' b - 2p
G(p) = 2c' b b _ p

and

(4.15)

In equat ion (4. 14), the supe rscript "eq" stresses that the mean population
are evaluate d at equilibrium.
Note t hat t he coefficient G( p) of the quadratic term vanishes for p = b/ 2,
that is, when the dens ity of particles and holes are the same. Th is result ,
which holds more generally for the coefficients of any even power of u,
follows by duality: Ni' goes into 1 - Ni' an d u into - u at p = b/ 2. It
does not matter whether or not the collision rules are duality-invariant ,
as long as they sat isfy semi-detailed balance, since the equilibrium is then
universal.
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Macrodynamical equations

In the "real world" J fluid dynamics may be viewed as the gluing of local
thermodynamic equilibria with slowly varying parameters [62,63]. Lattice
gases also admit equilibrium solutions ." These have continuously adjustab le
parameters, the mean values of the conserved quant it ies, namely mass and
momentum. On a very lar ge lattice, we can set up local equ ilibria wit h
density and mass current slowly changing in space and t ime . From t he
conserva t ion re lat ions, we will derive by a mult i-sca le tec hn ique m acrodynam ical equations, that is , PDEs for the lar ge scale and long-time b eh avior
of density and m ass cur rent.
We cons ider a lat t ice gas sat isfying all t he ass umptions of section 2.4.
We denote by p(r.) and u (r.) t he density and (mean) velocity' at lat ti ce
node r .. We assume that these quantit ies are changing on a spatial scale
1
f(in units of lattice constant). This requires that the lattice size L be
itself at least Ore'). Eventually, we Jet E - O. The spatial change is
assumed to be sufficiently regular to allow interpolations for the purpose of
calculating derivatives." When t ime and space are treated as continuous,
they are denoted t and r . We further assume that t he density is 0(1) and
that the velocity is small compared to the particle speed c. 7 We expect the
following phenomena:
1. re laxation to local equilibrium on time scale

fO,

2. densi ty per turba tions prop agating as sound waves on time scale cl,
3. diffus ive (an d possibly advective) effects on t ime sca le

c 2•

We thus use a t h ree-t ime formalism: t. (discret e) , tl = et. , and t 2 = f 2t. ,
t he latter two being treated as continuous va riab les. We use two space
variables: r; (d iscret e) and rl = er; (continuous).
Let us denote by NlO) (r.) t he mean eq uilibr ium p opul at ions based on
t he loca l value of p and u. They are given by equation (4.14). The actual
mean populations Ni(t, r) will be close to the equilibrium values and may
be expanded in powers of f:

(5.1)
The corrections should not contribute to the local values of density and
mean momentum; thus,

(5.2)
"The qualificat ion "thermodyna mic" is not so appr opriate since t here is no relevant
energy var iable.
I> Hencefor th, we will ju st wri te "velocity", since t his mean velocity changes in space .
6T he int erp olations can be done via th e Fourier rep rese ntation if the lat ti ce is periodic.
"Eveneuelly, we will assu me t he velocity to be O(e), but at this po int it is more convenient to keep e and tl as inde pendent expan sion par ameters .
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We now start from t he exact conservation relations (3.26) and (3.27)
and expand bo th the Ni's and the finite differences in powers of E. Note
that all finite differences must be expanded to second order; otherwise, the
viscous te rms are not correctly captured. Tim e and space derivati ves will
be denoted 0, and Or = {o. , a = 1... . . D}. For t he multi-scale formalism,
we make the substitutions

at --+ EOtt + E20t"

and

ar --+ Ear t "

The comp onents of Orl w ill be denoted
To leading order, O(E), we obtain

(S.3)

ala'

"
(0)
Ot 1 "L....JN;(0) + 0
l/J ~ci{JNi = 0,

(S.4)

and

(S.S)
We now substitute the equilibrium valu es (4.14) for the N,l°)·s and use the
velocity momen t relations P6 of section 2.4 . We obtain the "m ac rodynamical Eu ler equa tions"

(S.6)
an d

(S.7)
P aP is the momentum-flux tensor,s
P r:z{J

==

L;

CiaCi/JN; 'l.

c'

D P8.p + pG(p)T. p" ",'"

+ 0 (,,' ),

(S.8)

with

(S.9)
and G(p) and Qh ' given by equation (4.1S) of section 4. Note t hat the
corr ecti on term in t he r .h.s. of equation (S.8) is 0(,,') ra ther than O(u') ;
indeed, it follows from the parity-invariance of the lattice gas that firstorder spatial derivative terms do not contain odd powers of u .
We now proceed to th e next order, 0«'). We expand equations (3.26)
and (3.27) to second ord er ; collecting all 0« ') t erms. we obtain
1
, , ( 0)
Ot, "L.J N,(0) + -a
+
t l e., L.J N,
2,
,
8 Act ually,

at l alP ,L.J, c, pN,(0)
,

this is only the leading order approximation to the momentum-8ux.
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(5.10)
an d

(5.11)
By equation (5.2) , Ei N i(l) = 0 and L.i ciaNPl = O. For the N i(O) ,s, we
substitute their low-speed equilibrium form (4.14), leaving out O( ..') terms .
Re-expressing derivatives of p and pu with respect to t l in terms of space
derivatives, using equations (5.6) and (5.7), we ob tain

a"p =

0

(5.12)

and

Equat ion (5. 12) tells us that there is no mass diffusion (th ere is a single
spec ies of part icles) . Equation (5.13) describes the momentum diffusion
over long (0 (C ')) time-scales. It has two cont rib utions. T he t erm involving
Tt;l.fh 6 comes from part icle propagation and we will comm ent on it later.
The other term in equat ion (5.1 3) involves the deviations N}l } from
the equilibrium mean populations . NP ) vanishes when th e equilibrium
is uniform. It must therefore be a linear combination of gradients (with
respect to rd of p and pu . Linear response theory is needed to calculate
the coe fficients . At this po int, we will only make use of symm etry arguments
to reduce the number of coefficients. We assume that u is sma ll, so that
to leading order equilibria are invariant under the isometry group g of the
lattice (see section 2.4) . Since the gradient of p is a vector and the gradient
of pu is a second- order tensor, properties P 2 and P3 of section 2.4 allow
us to write

(5.14)

By equation (5.2), we have a = 0 and c' ''' + D X = o. Note th at '" sho uld
depend on p, but not on u , since it is evaluated at u = O. Substituting the
expression for N}l } into equation (5.13), we obtain
(5.15)
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In the sequ el, it will be more convenient to co llapse the set of four
equations , governing the evolution of p and pu on 0(e 1 ) and O(e') timescales, into a pair of equat ions, written in terms of the original variables t
and r (in their continuous version). We thus obtain the macrodynamical
equations

a,p
a,(pu.)

+ ap(pup) = 0,
+ ap (pG(p)T. p"u,u, + ~po.p)
+ ap [ (", (p) + ,~.) T.p"a,(pu,) ]
= O(mS ) + O(,'u ) + O(,Su).

(5.16)

The equivalence of equations (5.16) and (5.17) to (5.6) , (5.7), (5.12), and
(5.15) follows by equat ion (5.3). Not e that equation (16) is t he standard
density equation of fluid mechanics and that equation (5.17) already has a
st rong resemblance to the Navier-Stokes equations.
6.

Recovering isotropy

The macrodyn amical equ ations (5.16) and (5.17) are not fully isotropic.
The presence of a lattice with discrete rotational symmetries is st ill felt
t hrough t he tensor
(6.1)
app earing in both the nonlinear an d diffusive terms of (5.17). Furthermore,
the highe r-order te rms in t he r.h.s, of equation (5.17) have no reason to be
isotropic. This should not worry us since they w ill eventually turn out to
be irrelevant. Contrary to t ra nslat ional discret eness, rot ation al discreteness
cannot go away under the macroscopic limit; th e latter involves large scales
but not in any way "large angles"J since the group of rotations is compact .
We have seen in section 2.4 that tenso rs up to third order havin g the
same invariance group 9 as the discrete velocity set are isotropic. Not so for
tensors of fourth order such as TQ/h 6 . Indeed, for the HPP model (section
2.1), explicit calculation of the momentum-flux tensor, given by equat ion
(5.8) , is quite straightforward. The res ult is
PH =

pG(p)( ui - ui)

+ ~ + O(u') ,

P" = pG(p)(u; - un

+ ~ + O(u' ), (6.2)

= 0,

(6.3)

2- p
G(p) = .
4 -p

(6.4)

P12 = P21

with
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The only second-order tensors quadratic in the velocity being u aup and
u . U SaP' the tensor Pa{J is not isotropic.
In order to eventually obtain the Navier-Stokes equations , the tensor
T ath 6 given by equation (6. 1) must be isotrop ic, that is, in varian t under the
full orthogonal group. T his te nsor is pairwise symmetrical in (0:, (3) and
b, 0); from equation (6.1), it follows that it satisfies

(6.5)
When the tensor T a/h l is isotropic, these properties uniquely cons train it
to be of the following form:
be'
(
T.~1' = D (D + 2) 0.,0~,

2)

+ 0.,0~1 - D O.~O" .

(6.6)

For general group-theoretical material concerning t he isot ropy of tensors
with discrete symmetries in t he context of lat tice gases, we refer the reader
to reference 39 . Crucial observations for obtaining t he two- and threedimensional Navier-Stokes equations are the isotropy of pairwise symmetrical tensors for the triangular FHP lattice in two dimensions and the facecentered-hypercubic (FCHC) lattice in four dimensions, and thus also for
the pseudo-four-dimensional three-dimensional model. We give now elementary proofs of these results .
In two dimensions, it is convenient to cons ider TQ~..,6 as a linear map
from the space E of two- by-two real symmetrical matrices into it self:

(6.7)
A basis of the space E is formed by the matrices PI, P2, and Ps , associated
with the orthogonal projections onto t he Xl-axis and onto two other directions at 21f/ 3 and 41f/ 3. In t his representation, an arbitrary E -matrix may
be written as

(6.8)
and T becomes a three-by-three matrix Tab, (a,b = 1,2,3). The key observat ion is that the hexagonal group (rotations by multiples of 71' / 3) becomes
t he permutation gro up of Pll P2 , and Ps. Thus, Tab is invariant under
arbitr ary permut ations of t he coordinates, i.e. , is of the form
Tab = ,pd iag•• (1, l,l) + Xl ••,

(6.9)

where diag ab (l , 1, 1) is the diagonal matrix with entries one, lab is the matrix
with all ent ries equal to one, and <P and X are arbitrary scalars. From
equation (6.8), we have

tr(A) = Xl

+ X, + xa,

where tr denotes t he t race. We also note t hat

(6.10)
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Pi + P, + P, = (3/2)1,

(6.11)

where I is t he ident ity (check it for the unit vect ors of the Xl and %2 axis).
Using equat ions (6.10) an d (6.11), we can rewrite equation (6.9) as
3

T :

A .....

~A

+ "2 X tr (A )I.

(6.12)

Reverting to tensor not ations, this becomes

TaP" =

3X
"2~ (Oa,OP' + 0a'OP,) + 20apO"

,

(6.13)

which is obviously isotropic.
We turn to the four-dimensional case, using the FCHC model of section 2.3. Invariance under permutat ions of coordinates and reversal of any
coordinate im plies that the most general possible form for Ta 1h 6 is

TaP, . = ~oapop,o,. + X (o...,op,

+ oa' op, ) + .pOapO".

(6.14)

T he X and t/J terms are already isotropic. The vanishin g of </J is a consequence of the invariance of the velocity set under the symmetry E with
respe ct to th e hyperp lane Xl + %2 + X3 + X. = 0 , that is,
1
X a 1-+ X CII - a,
U = Z o:_
(6.15)
2

L
a

Indeed, cons ider the vector Va = (2, 0,0. 0). Contract ing the 4> term four
times with ve , we obtai n 164>; the image of Va under E is W a = (1, -1 , - 1, - 1),
which contracted four times with the 4> term gives 44>. Thus , invariance requires 4> = 0, which proves isotropy.
We return to the general D-dimensional case, assuming isotropy. Subst it uting equ at ion (6.6) into t he mac rody namical mome nt um equation (5.17),
we obt ain

a, (pua) + ap(pg(p)uaup)
=

+ aa (C; P

(1 - g(p) ~;) )

ap [(v, (p)+ v p ) (aa(PUp) +ap(PUa) -

~ Oapa,(pu,))]

+ O(w') + O(.' u') + O(.'u ),

(6.16)

with
D

b - 2p

g(p) = D + 2 b _ p '

c; =

c'

D'
e2

be'

v,(p) =

D (D + 2)"'(p),

vp =

2(D + 2).

(6.17)

Note that g(p) appearing in equat ion (6.17) is not t he same as G(p) introduced in equat ion (4.15). Note also that "'(p), which was introduced in
sect ion 5, is st ill to be det ermined (see section 8) .
We have now recovered macroscopic isotropy; equation (6.16) is very
closely related to t he fluid dynamical moment um (Navier-Stokes) equat ions.
We postpone all further remarks to the nex t section.
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Fluid dy namical regimes

Let us rewrite the macrodynamical equat ions for mass and momentum,
derived in the previous sect ions in a compact form which brings out their
similarit ies with the equations of fluid dynamics:
a,p + a p (pup) = 0,

(7.1)

a, (pu. ) + app.p = aps. p + O(WS)

+ O(,'u') + O(,Su).

(7.2)

The momentum-flux tensor P a(3 and the viscous stress tensor 8t;Kfj are given
by

(7.3)
and
s.P = v(p) (aa(PUp)
v(p)

+ ap(pua) - ~6apa,(pu,))

= v,(p) + vp ,

(7.4)

c;,

where g(p),
£Ie, and £Ip are defined in equat ion (6.17). Their values for
the FHP-I and FCHC models are given below:

3 -p
- p

,
c.

412 - P

,
1
c• = -2'

g(p) = 6- - ,
g(p) =

324 - p'

1

for FHP-I

= 2'
v, (p) = -4!/J(p)'

1

£Ip

=

- 6"'

for FCHC .
(7.5)

Various remarks are now in order. When the velocity u is very small,
the moment um-flux tensor reduces to a diagonal pressure term POt;KfJ with
the pressure given by the "isothermal" relation

(7.6)

From this, we infer that the speed of soun d should be o.. namely 1/..;2 for
FHP-I and FCHC.
The momentum-flux tensor in the "real world" is P t;KfJ = pOafJ + PUt;KUp,
This form is a consequence of Galilean invarlance, which allows one to
relate thermodynamic equilibria with vanishing and nonvanishing mean
velocit ies. The lattice gas momentum-flux tensor (7.3) with nonvanishing
velocity differs by an additive term in the pressure and a multiplicat ive
density -dependent factor g(p) in the advection term. We will see later in
this section how Galilean invariance can nevertheless be recovered.
Equat ion (7.4) is the stress-strain relation for a Newto nian fluid having
kinemat ic viscosity v, + v p and vanishing bulk viscosity 164]. The traceless
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charact er of SaP (whic h implies this vanishing of the bulk viscosity) comes
from the traceless character of QiaPJ defined by eq uat ion (4 .15); t his result
would be upset by the presen ce of rest particles such as exist in t he models
FHP-II and III (see Appendix E) . The k inematic viscos ity h as two cont ri but ions. One is the "collision viscosity" V C J not yet determined, wh ich
depends on the details of the collisions and is positive (see section 8). The
other one is the "p rop aga t ion viscosity" lip, which is n egative and does not
involve the collisions. The presenc e of such a negative propagation v iscosi ty
is an effect of t he latt ice discr eteness [421.
The gen eral strategy by which standard fluid dynamical equ ations are
de rived from equat ions (7.1) and (7.2) is to rescale the space, time, and
veloci ty variables in such a way as to make undesirable terms irrelevant
as E --+ O. Three d ifferent reg imes will be cons idere d in t he following
su bsections . They correspond respectively to sound propagation , sound
propagation with slow damping, and incompress ible (Navier-Stokes) fluid
dynamics .

7.1

Sound propagation

Consider a weak p erturbation of t he equilibrium solut ion with densi ty Po
and velocity zero . We write

P =Po +p'.

(7.7)

In a suitable limit , we expect that the only relevant terms in equations (7.1)

and (7.2) will b eg

a,P' + Po"l . u = 0
(7.8)
Formally, this regim e is ob t a ined by setting

(7.9)
It is then straightforward to check t hat the leading order t erms take t he
form of equation s (7.8) (in the rescaled variables). Eliminating u in equation (7.8), we obtain the scalar wave equation

a'

_

at" p' -

c 2 \7 2 p' = 0

.

(7.10)

In other words, de nsity and velocity perturbations with amplitudes 0(1) on
t em pora l and spatial sca les O(f) propagate as sound waves with sp eed c,.10
Since the present regime of undamped sound waves involves only tensors
of second order, it also applies to the HPP model.
9From here OD , we use vector not ati on whenever possible.
lOWe have used here the Land au 0 0 and 00 not ation .
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D amp ed sound

Ano t he r reg ime includes t he viscous damping t erm, so that instead of equation (7.8) , we shou ld have

a,p' + PoV . u = 0

-n

poa,u + c:V p' = Pov(Po) ( V'u + D-2 VV . u ) .

(7.11)

To obtain th is regime, we proceed as in section 7.1 and include an addit ional
t ime t2 = E2 t . Furt hermore, in t he sca ling re lation (7.9) we now requ ire
a > 1, t hat is, u and p' should be o(E); ot herwise, t he nonlinear term also
b ecomes relevant . Note that t he damping is now on a t ime sca le O(c 2 ) .
Since propagation and dampin g are on time scales involving different powers
of E, it is not p ossible t o describe t hem in a sing le equation wit hout mixin g
orders.

7.3

Incompressible fluid dynamics: the N avier-Stokes equations

It is known that many feat ur es of low Mach number!' flows in an or dinary
gas can b e described by t he incompressible Nav ier-Stokes equation

a,u + u . V u = - Vp + v V ' u
V .u

= o.

(7.12)

In t he "real world", the incompressible Navier-Stokes equat ion can b e derived from the full compressib le eq uat ions , using a Mach number expans ion.
There are some fine points in t h is expansion for wh ich we re fer the inte rested reader to reference 65 . Ignorin g these, t he essential obse rvation is
t hat , t o leadi ng order, density variations b ecome irrelevant everywhere except in t he pressure te rm; t he latter becomes slaved to t he no nline ar te rm
by the incompressibili ty cons traint.
J ust the same kind of expansion (wit h t he same difficult ies) can be applied t o lattice gas dynamics. We start from equat ions (7.1) a nd (7.2) an d
fre eze the de nsity by set t ing it eq ua l to t he constant and unifor m va lue Po
everywhere except in the pressure t er m , whe re we keep the densi ty fluctua tions. We also ignore all higher-or der t er ms O(E3U), etc. T h is pro duces
t he following set of equat ions:

V . u = o.

(7.13)

U The Mach number is t he ratio of a ch ar act erist ic flow velocity t o the s peed of sound.
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The resulting equations (7.13) differ from equa t ion (7.2) on ly by the presence of t he factor g(po) in front of the adv ection term u . Vu. As it stands,
equation (7.13) is no t Galilean invariant. This, of course, reflects the lack
of Galilean invariance at the lattice level. Similarly, th e vanishing of g(po)
whe n t he density per cell d = Po/b is equal to 1/2 , i.e. , for equal mean numbers of particl es and holes, reflects a duality-invariance of the lattice gas
withou t counterpart in the "real world" (see end of section 4.2) . However,
as soon as d < 1/2, it is straightforward to reduce equat ion (7.13) to the
true Navier-Stokes equations (7.12) ; it suffices to resca le time and viscos ity :
t
t --> - ( - ) ,

g Po

v

-->

g(po)v.

(7.14)

Now we show that the re is actua lly a rescaling of variables which reduces the macrodynamical equations to the incompress ible Navier-Stokes
equations . We set

1

_,

t = - ()'

g Po

(p , -

P(

0) ( )U')
g Po ~

=

T,

U =

eU,

-Pog(po)
c-'- ' 'P' ,

v = g(po)v'.

(7.15)

•

Thus , all the relevant terms are 0 (,' ) in equation (7.1) and 0(") in equation (7.2) . The high er-order te rms in t he r .h. s. of equation (7.2) are 0( ,')
or sma ller. In this way, we obtain to leading order (\71 denot es the gradient
with respect to rd

aTu + U· V,U = - V, P ' + v'V:U
V" U = 0,

(7.16)

which are ex actly the incomp ressible Navier-Stokes equations.
Various comments are now made. The expan sion leading to equation
(7 .16) is a large-scale and low Mach number ex pans ion (the former is here
inversely proportional to th e latt er) . It also follows from the scaling relations (7.15) that the Rey nolds numher is kept fixed . It is not possibl e
w ithin ou r fram ework to have an asymptotic regime leading to nonlinear
compressible equat ions at finite Mach number . Indeed , the spe ed of sound
is here a finite fraction of the part icle speed, and it is essential that the
macroscopic velocity he small compared to particle speed, 50 as not to be
contamin ated by high er-ord er nonlineari ties. It is not eworthy that models
can be constructed having many rest particl es (zero-velocity) with arbitr arily low speed of sound.
In a pure Navier-Stokes context, the non-G alilean invariance at the microscopic level is not a serious difficulty; as we have seen, Galilean invariance
is recovered mac roscopically, just by rescaling the time variable. However)
when the mod els discussed here are generalized to includ e) for example ,
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mu lt i-phase flow or buoyancy effects, a mo re ser ious problem m ay a rise
bec au se t he advect ion term of scal ar quantiti es, such as chemica l conce ntrations or temp erature, involves usu ally a factor g(p) differ ent from that
of th e nonlinear advection t erm in the Navier-Stokes equat ions. Various
solutions to this problem have b een proposed [48,661 .
Ther e is a variant of our formalism, leading als o t o the incompressib le
Navier-Stokes equat ions, but in t erms of t he mass curren t j = pu r ath er
than the velocity u . The an alog of equation (7.13) (without rescaling) is
then

8J + g(po)j
Po

'\7 . j

. '\7j = -c;'\7 p'

+ v (Po )'\7'j

= o.

(7.17)

Since j and g(po) / Po change sign under du ality, equat ion (7.17) br ings out
duality-invariance.P A more decisive advantage of t he j-representation
is that it gives a better ap proximat ion to t he st eady state Navi er-S to kes
equat ions when th e Mach number is only mod er ately small. T his is because
in the steady stat e the cont inu ity equat ion implies exac t ly V . j = O.
In three dimensions, whe n we use th e pseudo-four-dimensi on al F CHC
model, there are t hree independent sp ace variab les r = (Xh X 2 , xs), bu t four
velocity com ponents:

U , = (U ,U.) = (U" U"U"U.) .

(7.18)

The four-velocity U I satisfies the four-dimensional Navier-Stokes equat ions
with no x..-depend ence. Thus, t he t hr ee-velocity U sat isfies the t hreedimensional Navier-Sto kes equat ions (7.16) ,13 while U.. satisfies (note that
the pressure term dr ops out )
(7.19)

This is the equat ion for a passive scalar with unit Schmidt number (ratio
of viscos ity to diffusivity) .
F inally, we refer th e reader to Appe ndix D for the inclu sion of body
forces in the Navier-Stokes equations.
12In th e u-represent at ion , duality-invariance is broken becau se we have decided to work
with the velocity of particles r ather than wit h that of holes.
13Since th e velocity set of the peeudo-Iour-dimeneional model is th e sa me as in four
dimensions, isotropy is ensure d for all fourth-orde r te nsors dep ending only on t he velocity
set . Thus, the nonlinear term has the corr ect isotropic form . Th e vis cou s t erm is isot ropic
within the Boltz mann approximation (see sect ion 8.2); ot herwise, devi ations from isotropy
are expect ed to be small 12].
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The viscosity

All t he mac roscopic equations derived in sect ion 7 have a universal form
which does not depend on t he details of collisions. T he kinematic shear
viscos ity v, which we will hencefo rth call t he viscosity, does not pos sess
this unive rsa lity. Transport coefficients such as the viscosi ty characterize
the linear respo nse of equilibrium solut ions to small externally imposed
perturbations. It is known in statistical mechanics t hat t he relaxati on
(or diss ipation) of external perturbat ions is connected t o t he fluct uations
at equilibrium via fluct uation-dissipation relations. Such relati ons have a
cou nterpart for lattice gases . Two quite different approaches are know n.
In section 8.1, following a suggestion already made in [23], we present the
"noisy" hy drodynamics viewpoint, in t he spirit of Landau and Lifschitz
[67,68]. Another approach, in the spirit of Kubo [69] and Green [70], us ing
a Liouville equation formalism, may be found in reference 43. In sect ion 8.2,
we int rodu ce t he latt ice analog of the Boltzmann approximation, which allows an explicit calculation of the viscosity. In section 8.3, we discuss some
impli cat ions for the Rey nolds numb ers of incompressible flows simulated
on latt ice gases .
8.1

Fluctuation-diss ipation relation a nd "noisy" hydrodynamics

We first exp lain the basic ideas in words. Spontaneous fluct uations at equilibri um involve modes of all poss ible scales. The fluctuat ions of very large
scales should have their dynamics governed by the macroscopic equations
derived in sect ions 5 t hrough 7. Such fluctuations are also expected to be
very weak, so t hat linear hydrodynami cs should apply. Large-scale spontaneo us fluctuations are constantly regenerated, and in a random manner;
th is regenerati on is pr ovided by a random force (noise) te rm which can be
identi fied an d exp ressed in te rms of t he fluctuating microscopic var iables.
If t his rand om force has a short correlation-ti me {i.e., small compared to
the life-time of t he large-scale fluctuat ions under investigation) , then each
large-scale mode v has its dy namics governed by a Langevi n equation.It It
follows t hat t he variance (v 2 ) can be exp ressed 'in ter ms of the damp ing
coefficient 1 (related to t he viscos ity) and of the time-corre lation function
of the random force . Alternat ively, t he var iance (v2 ) can be calculated from
t he known one-time equilibr ium properties. Ident ification gives th e viscosity in terms of equ ilibrium time-correlation functions . T his is the genera l
program t hat we now carry out for t he special case of lat t ice gases . We
restrict ourselves to equilibr ium solutions with zero mean velocity.
We will use in this section t he following not ati on. T he density p and the
mass current j are no longer given by the ir expressions (3.24) in terms of
t he mean populations; instead, they are defined in terms of t he fluct uat ing
Boolean field
14For the case of lat tice gases, we will act ua lly obtain a finite difference equation.
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(8.1)
We denote by

n; t he fluct uat ing part of t he Booiean field, defined by
(8.2)

where d is the density per cell.
We introduce meso-averaged fields by taking spatial averages over a a
dist ance C 1 , l 5 These will be denoted by angular brackets with the subscript
rna. The meso-averages of ni, P, and j are denot ed ni, p, and j respectively.
Localiy, the equilibr ium relation (4.14) should hold approxim ately for the
meso-averaged populations. We thus write

(8.3)
8i represents the (still unknown) input from non-hydrodynamic fluctuations; n~l) is the contribution analogous to fNP ) in equation (5.1), arising from the gradients of meso-averages . Not e that in equation (8.3) we
dropped contributions nonlinear in the mass current ; indeed, we should be
able to determine the viscosity from just linear hydrodynamics. IS
We now derive the equations for noisy hydrodynamics. As usual, we
start from the microscopic conservation relations (3.16) and (3.17) and we
take their meso-averages:

L !n.(t.

+ 1, f. + C;) -

L C;[Ii;(t .

(8.4)

Ii;(t. ,f. )] = 0,

+ 1,f. + c.) -

Ii;(t ., f.) ] = O.

(8.5)

;

Substi t uting equatino (8.3) into equation (8.5)' we obtain

D "L" C; C; ' ,-j(t. +1 , f . +c ;)-j(t.,
- f.) ]
b1 "L" c;lp(t. +1,f.+C;) -p(t.,f.)! + c'b

.

,

(8.6)
where

f (t. ,f .) = - L c;l6;(t.

+ 1, f . + C;) -

6;(t.,f.) ]

(8.7)

is th e random force. Using equations (8,1) through (8.5), we can also write
(to leading ord er in gradients)
5
1 More precisely, by dropping spat ial Fourier components with wavenumber k >
16This is not exactly t.rue in t.wo dimensions as we will see below.
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f(t.,r.) =
(

C~b 2::., (c'c;

+ Dei - c; c;) [ii;(t. + 1,r. + c.] - ii;(t. + 1, r-, + C;)I)

=
(8.8)

The l.h .s. of equation {8.6} is expanded in powers of gradients [l.e., of
E), as we did in section 5. Howeve r, we keep finite differences rather than

derivatives in time because of the presence of the rapidly varying random
force. Since we only want to identify the shear viscosity (the bulk viscos ity
is zero), it suffices to extract the solenoidal part of the hydro dynamica l
equat ion. For this and other reasons, it is bett er to work in Fourier space.
We define the (spatial) Fourier t ransform of the fluct ua ting Boolean field
by

ni(t., r...} = Leikor·n(t. ,k ),

(8.9)

•

where the components of k are multiples of 211" divided by the lattice periodicities in the various directions. We similarly define j and f I the Fourier
transforms of the mass current and the random force. Thei r solenoidal
parts, projection on the hyperplane perpendicular to k , are denoted
and

I,

f.L .
To leading order in k, we obtain from equation (8.8) using equat ion

(2.5)
(8.10)
The meso-averaging is just the restricti on that k < E. Fourier transforming
equat ion (8.6) and t aking the solenoida l part, we obtain for sma ll k

(8.11)
T his is our discrete Lan gevin equation. Note that v is the (tot al) viscosity
v = vc: + v p . In principle, we must expand to second order in k to obta in the
viscous terms, but we cou ld as well have wri tten the l.h.s of equati on (8.11)
a priori, since we want to use equation (8.11) to determine the visco sity.
It is straightforward to solve the linear finite-difference equation (8.11) .
From the solution, we calculate the variance of jJ. and obtain, when the
viscous damping time 1/(vk 2 ) is large compared to the correlation time of
the random force

( ~.L (t., k) I') =

lk' ••~m (f.L (t., k) . fl(t. ,k))

2v

(8.12)

t. =- oo

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. The variance of
also be ca lculat ed directly using equat ion (8.1) and

j.1 can
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(iit ) = (nt) - (n;)' = d - d',
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(8.13)

where 6p• denotes a Kronecker delta in the spatial separation p. _ We obta in

Iii
1
D- 1
bc,d(l - c!)----n-'
\pJ.(t.,k) I') = V

(8.14)

where V denotes the tota l number of lattice points in the periodicity volume . Thus, the l.h.s . of equation (8.12) is k-independent. We evaluate
the r.h.s of equation (8.12) in the limit k --+ 0, using equation (8.10). We
skip some intermediate steps in which we (i) use the stationariness of the
fluctuations at equilibrium, (ii) use the isotropy of second- and fourth-order
symmetrical tensors, (iii) interchange the k --+ 0 limit and the infinite summation over t• .17 Identi fyin g the two expressions (8.12) and (8.14), we
obtain for the viscosity

v =

D
2(D - l )( D

1

1

+ 2) be' d(l -

1
d) V

t. = +oo

L: L: Q;. pQ; .P (ii;(t. , O)iij(O, 0))

t. = -oo ijOl/1

D
=

1

1

2(D - l )(D + 2) be' d(l - d)

t. = +oo

,.~oo

L: L: Q;.pQ;.p (ii ;(t ., p. )ii; (O,O))

(8.15)

p.ef. ijOl/1

with

(8.16)
This completes the fluctuation -dissipation calculation of the viscosity.
A consequence of the Fourier-space representation (the upper half of equation (8.15)) is the positivity of the viscosity ; indeed, the viscos ity is, within a
positive factor, the time-summation of the autocorrelation of Ei Qia/1ni(t. , 0).
Several comments are now in order. It is easily checked that the t. = 0
contribution t o the viscosity (lower part of equa t ion (8.15) is c' / (2 (D + 2)),
that is, just the opposite of the "propagation viscosity" v p introduced in
section 7. The viscos ity is the sum of the collision viscos ity V~ and v p . Using
the identi ty
t. = +oo

t.= + oo

L:

b =-oo

Z(t.) = 2

L:

Z (t. ) -

Z(O) ,

t. =O

I1This is equivalent to assuming that t he viscosity is finite, see below.

(8.17)
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(for an even function Z(t.)), we find that lie has a represent at ion similar to
(8.15) (lower part), with an additional factor of 2 and the summation over
t; extending only from 0 to 00 . We thereby recover an expression derived
in reference 43, using a discrete variant of the Green-Kubo formalism. It
is reassuring to have two completely different derivations of the viscosity,
since we consider our fluctuation-dissipation derivation somewhat delicate.
It is of interest that the fluctuation-dissipation derivation gives directly
the (total) viscosity. This suggests that the splitting into collision and
propagation viscosities is an artifact of our multi-scale formalism .
There is no closed form representation of the correlation function
(ii;(t., p.)ii; (O, 0)), except for short ti mes. However, (8.15) is a good starting point for a Mont e-Carlo calcu lation of the v iscosity [43].
In our derivati on, we have dropped a ll cont r ibut ions from nonlinear
terms in t he m ass curren t j . Is this justified ? If we rein stat e t he non linear
te rms, we obta in, for the so lenoidal part of t he meso-averaged mass current , the Navie r-Stokes equations (7.17) of section 8 w ith the addit ional
random for ce given in the Fourier re presentat ion by equation (8.10). On
macroscopic scales, this force may be considered as o-correlated in time.
Its spectrum follows, for small k, a kD+l power-law.P T he Navler-Stokes
equations w ith this kind of power- law forcing is one of the few problems in
nonlinear statistical fluid mechanics which can be systematically analyzed
by renormalization group methods [71 ,721 . For D > 2, the nonlinear term is
irrelevant for small k so that our calculation of the viscosity is legitimate. At
the "crossover" dimension D = 2, t he nonlinear term becomes "marginal" j
it produces a renormalization of t he viscosity which is then logarit hmi ca lly
scale-dependent. Thus, in the limit of infinit e scale-separat ion, the viscosity b ecomes infini te in two dime nsions. T his is an instance of the known
di vergence of t ransport coefficients in two-dimensional stat istical mechanics [68,73]. Alt er nat ively, t he d ivergence of t he viscos it y in two dimensions
can be viewed as due to t he presen ce of a "long-t ime-t a il" , prop or tion al t o
f; D/\ in t he cor relation fu nction appearing in equat ion (8.15) . At tempts
have been m ad e to observe long-time- t ails and scale-depe n dence of the viscosity in Monte-Carlo simulations of lattice gas models [8,23,43,441. T his
is not easy because (i) t he effect s sh ow up on ly at very long t imes (or large
scales) and m ay t hen b e hidden by Monte-Carlo noise (insufficient averaging), and (ii) the effects should get weaker as the numher b of cells pe r node
increases (see end of section 8.2).
Finally, the noisy hydrodynamics formalism can be used to estimate to
what extent the microscopic noise contaminates the hy drodynamic macroscopic signal. Estimates, assuming the signal to be meso-averaged in space
and time, h ave been made in t he context of fully developed incom pressible
two- and t hree-dimensional turbulence.P It has been fou nd t hat in two
dimensions noise is relevant only at scales less t han t he d issipation scale,
18A fact or k 2 comes from the aver age squared Fourier amplitu de and another facto r
k D - 1 fro m the D~dimen8ional volume element .
l ONot e th at in the incompr essible case, only eclenoidal noise is relevant .
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whil e in three d imensions t his happens only far out in t he dissipation rang e
[741·

8 .2

The Lattice Boltzmann approximation

Explicit calculation of t ranspo rt coefficients can be done for lat tice gases ,
using the Boltzmann approximation. In this approximation, one assumes
that particles en tering a collision pro cess h ave no prior correlati ons. The
microdynamical formalism of section 3.1 is particularly well su ite d for deriving what we will call th e lattice Boltzmann equation . We take the ensemble
average of equation (3.9). The Boolean vari ab les 7ti become th e mean populations Ni. The aver age of the collision fun ction Ai can be completely
factorized, thanks to th e Boltzmann approximation. We obt ain

N,(t. + I;r; + c. ) = N,(t . ,r.)

+ A:,olu

Ll: ' " = L(s: - s;)A (s ~ s') II N;'(l
','
;

-

N; )(l- .;).

(8.18)

Here, all t he N;'s are evaluated at t. an d r • . T he A{ s --+ 8') 's , the t rans ition
pr obabili ties introduced in sect ion 2.4, are the averages of t he Boolean
transition vari abl es e"l. Note that t he (Boltzmann) collision fun ct ion 6io1u
vanishes at equilibrium.
The Boltzmann approximation in or dinary gases is assoc iated with low
dens ity sit ua t ions , when t he mean-free path is so large that particles entering a collision come mostly from distant un corr elated regions. The Boltz mann approximation for a lat t ice gas appears to have a very bro ad validi ty,
not particularly restricted to low dens lties.t? We will come back to the
matter at the en d of th is section.
Our lattice Boltzmann equation (8.18) is a finite difference equat ion.
There is a differential versi on of it, obt ain ed by Taylor-expanding the finite
differences to first order , namely
(8.19)

where .6.;'OlU is defined as in equation (8.18). Boltzmann equations of the
form (8.19) have been extensively stud ied as disc rete velocity approximat ions to t he ordi nary Boltzmann equ ation 115-17,191. The (differential)
Boltzmann formalism has been ap plied to vari ous lat tice gas models [35,391 .
This formalism correctly captures all hydrodynamic phenomena involving
on ly first-order derivatives. Indeed , for t hese, we have seen th at only t he
equilibrium solutions matter, and th e lat ter are completely fact ori zed . Diffusive phenomena involve second-order derivat ives. Hen ce, the propagation
viscosit ies (see section 7), which are an effect of lat t ice-discreteness, are not
2 0 Even at low densities, t he Boltzmann approximation may not be valid. Ind eed, without
effectively changin g t he dynamics, we can redu ce t he density by arbitrary lar ge fact ors by
having the particles init ially located on a sub-lattice with some larg e per iodicity ; t hese
are, however, path ologically un stable configurat ions.
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captured by the (differential) Boltzmann equation. At low densities, where
collision viscosities dominate over propagation viscos ities, the discrepancy
is irrelevant.
We do not intend to engage in extended discussions of the consequences
of the lattice Boltzmann equat ion because most of the derivation of the
hydrodynamical equations is independent of this approximation. There are,
however) two impo rtant results which follow from the lattice Boltzmann
equation . The first concerns the irreversible approach to equilibrium. It is
derived by ad apt ing an H-theo rem formalism to the fully discrete cont ext
(see Appendix F by Henon].
The second result is an explicit derivation of the visc osity, From the
Bo ltzmann equa tion, thi s is usu ally done by a Chapma n-Enskog formalism [75,76] (see also Ga tignol's mono graphy, [17]). This formalism is eas ily
ada pted to t he lat tice Boltzman n equation [77]. With t he general mult isca le formalism of sections 5 through 7, we have already covered a subs ta ntial fraction of the ground. Furthermore, an alternat ive derivation which
stays comp lete ly at the microscopic level is presented in this vol ume by
Henon, who also discusses consequences of his exp licit viscosity-formula
[42]. We will therefore be brief.
T he problem of t he viscos ity amounts to finding the coefficlent e relating
the gradient of the mass current pu to the first-order perturbation NP> of
the mean population, through (see equation (5.14) of sect ion 5)

NFl = "' Q;.~al. (pU~ )
QiOlIJ

=

Ci OlCifJ -

~e501,8 '

(S.20)

We start from equat ion (5.1) wit h Niol given by equat ion (4.14). We substit ute into the lattice Boltzmann equat ion (S.l S) and identify the ter ms O( E).
For this, we Taylor-expand finite differences to first order, use equat ions
(5.6) and (5.7) to express time-der ivatives in terms of spa ce-derivatives,
and ignore all terms beyond the linear ones in the velocity. We obt ain
(8.21)
Here,

.. _[alaN
l. ;"''. ' ]

Jl., -

,

(8.22)

Hi=' /"

is the linearized collision matrix, evaluated at the zero-velocity equilibrium,
which can be expressed in compact form as 142]
Jl;;

= --1 L
2

p =L s;.

(s; - s:lA(s

--+

s')d"- l (l - d)' - P- l (S; - sj) ,

u'

(S.23)
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[b~2 Q;oP -

N ;(l )

between equations (8.20) and (8.21 ), to ob tain

Y

W

A;;Q;oP] 8 1o (pup) = O.

(8. 24)

This should hold for arbitrary gradients of the mass current. T hus , t he
quantity between square brackets vanishes. T his means that, for any [o, fJ) ,
Q iQlJ, cons idered as a vect or with components lab eled by i , is an eigenvector
of the lineariz ed collision matrix with eigenvalue D I (bc 2 1/J); a d irect proof
of this may be derive d from the 9 -invariance. From equation (8.24), we can
eas ily calculate tP; the simp lest method is to mult iply the vanishing square
bracket by Q i QfJ and sum over i, o, an d fJ. If, in addition, we assume the
isot ropy of fourth-order te nsors, we can use equation (6.17) to obtain a
closed-form expression for t he collision viscos ity

c'

v, =
D

2:;oP Qiop

(8.25)

+ 2 LiiQIJ QiClIJ A i i QiQIJ .

In App endix E , we give exp licit formul ae calculated from equat ion (8.25)
for the v iscosit ies of the F HP mode ls (inclu ding those with rest particl es
which require min or amendeme nts of our formalism) .
We finally address the question of t he validity of t he lat tice Boltzmann equa t ion . Comparisons of the viscos ities obtained from simulat ions
[25,29 ,31, 331 or Monte-Carlo calculatio ns [771 with the pred ict ions of t he
lattice Bolt zmann approximation suggest that the validity of t he latter is
not limited to low densiti es. We know that equilibr ium solutions are factorized and that t ransport coefficients can be calculated wit h arbitrarily weak
macros copic gradients. However, t his cannot be t he bas is for t he validity of
the Boltzmann approxim ation : a weak m acroscopic gra dient imp lies t hat
the probabili ty of changing the state of a given node from its equilibr ium
value is small; but when such a chan ge takes place, it p ro duces a st rong
microscopic perturbation in its enviro nment. Ot herw ise, t here would be no
(weak ) divergence of t he v iscosity in two dimensions; indeed, t he Boltzmann
approximation does not capture noise-induced renormalization effects (see
end of sectio n 8.1) . A mor e likely explanat ion of t he success of the lattice
Bolt zmann approximation may be t hat it is t he leading order in some kind
of lib expan sion , where b is t he number of velocity cells at each node. At
t he moment, we ca n only support this by the following heu ristic argument.
Deviations from Boltz ma nn require corre lations between particles entering
a collision. T he latter arise from pr evious colllsions.U when b is large, t he
weight pertaining t o such events ought to be small.

8.3

The R ey n o lds n umber

Knowing the kinem atic shear viscosity in terms of t he density and the
collision rules, we can calculate t he Reynolds number associated to a largescale flow.
21Collisions prod uce corre lat ions whe never t he particles are not exactly at equ ilibrium.
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A natural unit of length is the lattice const ant (distance of adjacent
nodes), which has been taken equal to one for the two-dimensional HPP
an d FHP models. T he four-dime nsional FCH C model has a lat tice constant of J2, but its three-dimensional projected version, the pseudo-fourdimensional FCHC model, resides on a cubic lattice which has also unit
lattice constant . The time necessary for microscop ic informat ion to propagate from one node to its connecting neighbors defines a natural unit of
t ime . We th en hav e a nat ural uni t of ve loci ty: the s peed necessary to trave l
the lattic e constant (or the projected lattic e constant for the pseudo-fourdimensional model) in a unit time. In these units, the characteristic scale
and velocity of the flow will h e denoted hy 4, and " 0 '
The st andard definition of the Reynolds number is

R _ characteristi c scale

characteristic velocity
kinematic shear viscosity
.

-

X

(8.26)

In deriving the Navier-Stokes equations in section 7.3, we rescaled space,
t ime, velocity, pressure, and viscosity (cf. equat ion (7.15)). The resca ling
of space (hy . ) and of velocity (hy . -1) cancel in the numerator of equa tio n
(8.26). The rescal ed viscosity is v(Po) = v(Pol/g(p o). Hence, t he Reynolds
number is
I.
g(po)
R = """o
v (po) '

(8.27)

In order to operate in an incompressible regime, the velocity tLo should be
small compared to the speed of sound c, . The latter is model-dependent:
c. = 1/ ,;2 for FHP-I and FC HC, c. =
for FHP-II and FHP-III
(see section 7 and Ap pendix E). Let us therefore re-express the Reynolds
number in terms of the Mach number

,j3j7

M = uo ,

(8.28)

C.

We obtain

R = M 4,R.(po),

(8.29)

where

(8.30)
conta ins all the local information.
In flow simulations using lattice gases , it is of interest to operate at the
density which maximizes R.. Let us work this out for the simplest case
of FHP-I. For the viscosity, we use the latt ice Boltzmann value given in
App endix E. We have

g(po)

=

11 - 2d
d'

21-

1

v(Pol = 12d(1 _ d)S

1

8'

d = Po

6

(8.31)
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Here, d is the mean density per cell. Sub stituting in equ at ion (8.30), we
find t hat

R: U = m ax R, = 0.387,

for

d = d m • x = 0.187.

(8.32)

Resu lts for FHP -II and FHP-III are given in Appendix E. Note t hat a gain
of about a fact or 6 is ach ieved in going from FHP·I to FH P-ill, because
the la t te r includes many more collisions. For t he pseudo-four-dimensional
FCHC model there is wor k in progress on the optimization of collisions. It
is already known that R; u is at least 6.4 178).
High Reynolds number incompressible turbulent flows have a whole
range of scales . The smallest effectiv ely excited scale is called t he dissipation scale and denot ed l d. It is then of interest to find how many lat t ice
constants are contained in la, since this will determine how effectiv e lattice
gases ar e in simulat ing hi gh Reynolds number flows [1,36J. For this, let
to denote t h e integral sca le of the flow . Between to, ld' and t he Rey nolds
number R, there is t he followin g relat ion
ld = CR - m

to

(8.33)

.

m = 1/2 in two dimensions and m = 3/4 in three dimensions; C is a d imensionless constant not given by theory. In two dimensions, equation (8.33) is
a consequence of the Batchelor-Kraichnan 179,801 phenomenological theory
of t he enstrophy cascade , which is well supported by numerical simu lations
[81) . In three d imens ions, equation (8.33) follows from the Kolmogorov [82)
ph en om enological theory of the energy cascade , which is well supported 22
by exp erimental data [83). Using equat ions (8.29) and (8.33) and ass um ing
t hat R. has its m ax imum value R:u, we obtain

(8.34)
and
•

,

l d = C (M R; 'T ' to = C (MR;'T

1

'

R'

in 3-D.

(8.35)

In a ll cases, we see t hat Ld ----.

00 as R ----. 00 , but more slowly in t hree than
in two dimensions . We are t hus assured that at hi gh Rey no lds nu mb ers t he
separation of sca le between t he lattice const ant and ld necessary for hydrodyn amic behavior is satisfied. Hav ing it too well satisfied may however be
a m ixed bless ing, as st resse d in reference 36. Indeed , in hydrod ynami c simul ations using lat tice gases, it is not desirable to have too muc h irrelevant
microscopic information. We note that to appears in equations (8.34) and
(8.35) with a larger exponent in the two-dimensional case; thus, the above
mentioned problem is most severe for large lattices in two dimensions.

22Sm all intermittency corrections whic h would slightly increase the exponent m ca nno t
b e r ule d out.
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The high est Reynolds number which can be simulated by lattice gas
methods in t hree dimensions can he est imated as follows. We take M = 0.3,
a Mach number at which comp ress ibility effects can he safely ignored 1841 ;
we take t he maximum known value R: W< = 6.4 for the FCHC model, and we
take to = 103 , a fa irly larg e va lue which implies a memory requirement of at
least 24 gigabits; from equation (8.29), we find that the maximum Reynolds
number is about two thousand. It is of interest bot h in two and t hree
dimensions t o try to decrease the viscosity, thereby increasing R: ·~ . Note
th at it is not correct to infer from dimensional analysis that necessarily
must b e 0(1). R: U. is very much a function of t he complexity of collisions .
For example, by going from FHP-I to FCHC (which can also be proj ected
down to two dime ns ions) ,
increases more than sixteen t im es.

R:·a

R:.. .

9.

Conclusion

In stat ist ical mechanics, there ar e many instances wh ere two models, mi-

croscopica lly quite different , hav e the same large-scale properties. For exam ple, the Ising model and a real Ferromagnet have presumab ly t he same
large-scale critical behavior. Similarly, the lat t ice gases st ud ied in thi s paper, such as F HP and FCH C, are macroscop ically indistinguishab le from
real fluids. This provides us with an at t ractive alternative to the traditi on al simulations of fluid mech an ics. In lattice gas simulat ions, we just
manipulate bit s representing occu pation of microscop ic cells. The phy sical
interpretation need not be in terms of particles moving and colliding. The
idea can clearly be extended to include processes such as chemic al reactions
or multi-phase flow [53-571. An open question is whether there are cellular
automata implementations of processes wh ich in the real world do not have
a discrete microscopic orig in, such as propagation of e.m. waves. More
generally, what are the PDEs whic h can b e efficien t ly implemented on cellular automata? We emphasize efficiently, because there are always brute
force imp lementations: rep lace derivatives by fin ite differences on a regular
grid and use finit e floating point truncations of the continuous fields. T he
result may be viewed as a cellu lar automaton, but one in which there is no
"b it democr acy", insofar as t here is a rigid hierarchical order between th e
bits .
Our derivat ion of hydrodynamics from t he microdynamics leaves room
for imp rovement. A key assum pt ion made in sect ion 4.1 may be form ulated
as follows. Among the invariant measures of th e microdynamical equat ions,
on ly the completely factorized ones (which p lay t he role here of t he mic rocanonical ensemble) are re levant in t he limit of lar ge lat t ices. On a finit e
lattice with determin istic and inver tible upd ating rules , we expect that
th ere are many other invariant measures. Ind eed, phase space is a finite
set and up dat ing is a permutation of t his set; it is thus unlikely t hat t here
should be a closed orbit going through all points . So, we do no t expect the
discr ete equivalent of an ergodic theorem. Anyway, ergodic resu lts should
be irrelevant. On the one hand, on an L x L lattice with b bit s pe r node, its
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takes 2'L' updates to visit all configurations (if they are accessible) . On t he
other hand, we know (from simulations) that local equilibrium is achieved
in a few updates and global equilibrium is achieved on a diffusive time scale
(approximately £'). We believe that, on larg e lat tices, t he factori zed equilibrium distributions constitute some kind of "fixed point" to which there is
rapid convergence of the iterated Boolean map defined by the microdynamical equations of sect ion 3.1. Understanding this process should clarify the
mechanism of irreversibility in lattice gases and, eventually, in real gases .
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Appen dix A.

Basic symmetries of HPP, FHP, and FCHC models

We show that t he models HP P, FHP, and FCHC, int roduced in section 2,
satis fy the symmet ry assumptions (1) through (4) of section 2.4. Assumptions (1) and (2) are obvious for all three models. Let us consider (3) and
(4) successively for the t hree models.

HP P
Let us take the Xl axis in the direction of the vector Cl' The isometry
group 9 of the velocity set is generated by permutations of the Xl and
X2 coordinates and reversals of any of them. Clearly, any two vecto rs Cj
and C; can be exchanged by some isometry, so that assumptions (3) holds.
Consider a particular vector, say, C l' The subgroup gh leaving C l invariant
reduces to the identity and revers al of x,; this implies par ts (a) and (b) of
assumpt ion (4).

F HP
Let us take the X l axis in the direction of Cl. The isometry group 9 is now
generated by rotations of 11'" /3 and reversal of the X 2 coordinate. Assumpt ion
(3) is obv ious . T he subgroup 91 reduces again to the ident ity and the
reversal of x" so th at (4) follows.
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FCHC
The FCHC lattice was defined in section 2.3 wi th ex plicit reference to coordinates Xl, X2 , Xs , and x". In this coordin ate system, the velocity set is
formed of

(±1 , ±1, 0, 0),
(0, ± 1, ± 1, 0),

(±1,0, ±1 ,0) , (±1, 0,0, ± 1)
(0, ± 1, 0, ± 1), (0,0 , ±1 , ±1 ).

(A.l)

By the orthonormal change of variables

( ~: )

(~1 ~ °°1
y,
v2 ° °
u«
°°
the velocity set becomes
=

2..

(A.2)

- 1

(±v2,0,0,0) ,

(0, ±v2,0,0),

(0,0 , ±v2,0) ,

(0,0,0, ±v2) ,
(A.3)

The isometry group 9 is generated by permutations and reversa ls of the Xor.
coordinates and by the symmetry with respect to the hyperplane Xl + X2 +
Xs + x" = 0, which is conven ient ly written in terms of yO!. coordinates as

(A .4)
Assumption (3) is obvious in any of t he coordinate systems . As for assum ption (4), let us consider the subgroup 91 leaving invariant, say, the vec tor
with y. coordinates (0,0 ,0, 1/v2) . The restriction of 9, to th e hyperplan e
y" = a is generated by the identity, permutations, and reversals of Yt, Y2,
and Y3. Assumptions (a) and (b) follow readily.

Appendix B.

Symmetry-related properties

Using ass umptions (1) through (4) of sect ion 2.4, we prove properties PI
through P6.
PI

Parity-invarian ce. Th e set of ve locity vectors is invariant under spacereversa l.
Indeed, on a Bravais lattice , vectors connect ing neighboring nodes
come in opposit e pairs.

P2

Any set of i-depend ent vectors

Via ,

which is 9-invariant, is of the form

ACi a'

We write Vias the sum of its projection on c, and of a vector perpendicular to c.. This decomposition being 9 -invar iant , the latter vector
vanishes by (4a).
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P3 Any set of i-dependent tensors tiat/, which is 9 -invariant, is of the
form ACiaCiP + P.bafJ .
To the tensors t iaP I we associate the linear operators Ti : X a ~ ti apXp.
9-invariance means that the T/s commute with any lattice isometry
leaving c, invariant. We now write the 9 -invariant decomposition

T, = P/liP, + (I - P;jT; P,+ P,T,(I -P,)+ (I - P,)T,(I - P,), (B .I )
where I is the identity in R D and Pi is the orthogonal projection on
c. . The second operator in equation (B .l), applied to an arbitrary
vector w, gives
w ·e c

(I - P,)T,P,w = - ,-' (I - P,)T,c,.

(B.2)

The vect ors (I - Pi)7iCi are 9 -invariant and orthogonal to Ci, and
thus vanish by (4a) . The third operator in B .I vanishes for similar
reasons (use the 9-invariance of the transposed of the Ti's) . The
fourth operator in B.I is, by (4b) proportional to I" t he identity
in the subspace orthogonal to Ci ' Since I = I, + Ph the proof is
completed.
We mention that we obtained P3 by trying to formalize a result used
by Henon [42J in deriving a closed-form viscosity formula.
P4 Isotropy of second-order tensors. Any .9-invariant tensor t alJ is of the
form p.6ap .
Thi s is a special case of P3, when there is no e-de pe n de nc e.
P5

Any 9-invariant third-order tenso r vanishes.

This follows from PI (parity invariance) .
P6

Velocity moments . Odd-order velocity moments vanish. The second-

order velocity moment is given by

(B.3)
The vanishing of odd-order moments is a consequence of Pl. Equat ion (B.3) follows from P4 and th e identity

L, CiaCi a

= bc2 •

(B.4)
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Appendix C.

E quilib rium solut ions

We prove the
Lemma 1 . The following statements are equivalent:

1. The N, '5 are a solution of

IIN;i (l- N; )('-'i ) =
;

LA(s ~ s')IIN?(l-N;)('-';) , Vs'.
•

(C.I)

i

2. The N, 's are a solution of the set of b equations

D.;(N) ==

L (s; - s;)A( s ~ s'] II N?(l- N; )(H ;) = 0,

,,'

Vi.

(C.2)

;

3. The Ni's are given by the Fermi-Dirac distribu tion
1
N; = 1 + exp ( h + q . c, )'

(C.3)

where h is an arbitrary real number and q is an arbitrary D-dimensional
vector.
Proo f: (1) implies (2) .
We mu lt iply equation (C.l) by

s~

and sum over all states

5'

to obtain

L s; II N; i (l- N;)(Hi l = L s;A(s ~ s') II N?(l - N; )(H;l. (CA )
.' ;

,,' ;

In the l.h .s. of equation (CA), we change the dummy variab le 5 ' into 5
and decorat e it with a factor A(s --+ 5'), summed over s', which is one
by normalization of probability. Transferring everything into the r.h .s., we
obtain equation (C .2). Note that t he l.h.s of equation (C.2) resembles the
"collision function" 6., of section 3.1 (equation (3.9)), but is eva luated wit h
t he mean populations instead of the Boolean populations n t • The re lation
6., = a expresses t hat there is no change in t he mean popu lations under
collisions . •
Proof: (2) implies (3).
We define

(C.S)
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(C.6)

;

Equation (C.2) may be writ ten

D.;/II =

I )s: - s;)A(s --+ s') IIN? = o.
II'

(C.7)

,.

We now make use of a trick employed in proving H-Theorems in discrete

velocity models (see (171, p. 29). We multiply equation (C.7) by logN;,
sum over i, and use

"(s,,- ).N,
s, log

LJ
i

to obtain

LA(s--+s') log

,,'

IT; N;'.',

n

..
,') II !l? =o.
(
IT ·N'

~
TI j N;

Semi-detailed balance (E. A(s

L

A(s

--+

s')

(C.B)

= log --;-;; ,
i N;

(C.9 )

,.

--+

s') = E., A(s

(II N? - II N;;)

--+

s') = 1) implies that
(C.lO)

= O.

J'

u'

Combining equations (C.9) and (C.lO) , we obtain

L A( s --+s') [lOg

,,'

(IT;
~~:) II N? + II N? - II N;;] = 0.
TI, lV"
J

(C.ll)

,

We make use of t he re lation (x> 0, Y > 0)

Ylog -z
y

+y -

t
x = - /." log -dt
•
x

:5 0,

(C .12)

equality bei ng achieved only when x = y. The l.h.s. of equation (c .nj
is a linear combination of express ions of the form (C.12) with nonnegative
weights A(s --+ s'). For it to vanish, we must have

II N? = II lV;i,
i

wh en ev er A(s

--+

s') -=I O.

(C.13)

i

Th is is equivalent to

L log(N;)(s: - s;)A(s

--+

s') = 0 'Is , s'.

(C.14)

Equation (C.13) means that logNi is a collision invariant. We now use
ass umption (5) of section 2.4, concerning the absence of spurious invariants,
to conclude that
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log N, = -(h + q. c.),

(C.15)

which is the most general collision invariant (a linear combination of the
m ass invariant and of the D momentum invariants) . Rev erting to the mean
populations N, = N;f(l + N,), we obtain (C.3).

Proof: (3) implies (1).
Equation (C.3) impli es

L

log( N;)( s; - sj) = 0,

whenever A( s

--->

s') "f O.

(C.16)

;

This implies

(C.l T)
Using semi-detailed balance, this may he writte n as
1 = L A (s
•

n ·N·;

--->

s') ~ .
D jN;'

(C.18)

Reverting to the N/s, we obtain equation (C.I) . This completes the proof
of th e equivalence lemma. •

Appendix D .

I nclusio n of body-fo r ces

Us ing the same notation as in section 7.3 , we wish to obtain a Nav ier-S tokes
equation w it h a body-force f , that is

aTu + U· "V'1U = 'V, . U = O.

'V, P'

+ v''Viu + f
(D.l)

T he force f may depend on space and t ime and can be ve locity-independent
(case I; e.g. gravity) or linear in the velocity U (case II; e.g. Coriolis

force). The idea is to introduce a bias in the transitio n rules so as to give a
net momentum input . Since all the terms in the Navier-Stokes momentum
equation are 0(.') and the hydrodynamic velocity is 0(.) (before resca ling) ,
t he bias should be 0(.') for case I and 0(.') for case II.
We give now the modified form of the micro dynamical equation (3.9)
appropriate for body-forces. We introduce, in addition to the Boolean
(transition) variables €..' of section 3.1, the Boolean variables €~" such
that

(€;•.) = B(s ---> s').

(D.2)

The B (s ~ s')'s are a set of transition probabilities associated to the bodyforce; they satisfy normalization
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L B (s - s') = 1,

(D.3)

.'

and mass conse rvation

L(s: - s;JB (s -> s') = 0,

(D.4)

vs, «,

They do not sat isfy moment um conservat ion , semi-detailed bal an ce and
9 -invari ance. The €~" 's are chosen independently at each discrete time
and node and t he B(s --+ s')'s may dep end on sp ace and t ime; further
constra ints will be given be low. We also need a Boolean variab le ~ which
acts as a swit ch: when ~ = 0 t he force is off and t he usu al transit ion rules
apply. The mean of • is given by

n = 3

case I,

(D.S)

n = 2 case II.

This will take care of the sca ling fact ors arising from the change of variables
(7.15) . The modified m icro dy namical equation is no w

n;(t .

+ 1, r ; + e.) = n; + L\.;(n)

L\.;(n) =

L(s: - s;) ((1 - . )€,., + .€:.,) II n? (l _,I'

(D.6)

n ;) (l- . ;).

i

Let us evaluate t he body-force result ing from t he insufficient additional

e term. For t his, we multiply by c, and average over the equilibrium d ist ribution; deviations from equilibr ium ar ising from hydrodynamic gr adi ents
are irr elevant . We ignore t he r-fector since it just provid es t he scaling
factor.
We begin with case I. T he average is t hen evaluated over the zer ovelocity equilibrium distribution wit h density per cell dj we obtain
f = 2;: c;(s; - s;)B(s
.,. ,I

->

s')

C:d)'

(1 -

d)',

P = Ls;

(D .7)

;

where b is the number of cells per nod e. Equation (D.7) is the additio nal constraint on t he B (s -+ s')'s for case I. IT f is space- an d /or timedependent, so are the B(s -+ s')'s. It is easy to check th at for any given
vector f, there exist Boolean transition vari ables ~~.' of mean B(s -+ s' )
satisfying equat ion (D.7). When f is in t he dir ection of a particular velocity vect or , say Ci o' we can flip particles wit h velocity - C io into particles
with velocity Ci o whenever t his is possible, while leaving all other par t icles
unchanged . This is done wit h a pr obability dependent on t he amplit ude of
t he force. Other directions of the force are handled by superposition.
We tum to case II. We wish to obtain a force of t he form
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(D.8)
where CafJ is a D-dimensional matrix. When the velocity U vanishes, the
body-force should also vanish; this requires

L;:.c,(s: -

'.'

s,)B (s "'" s')

C:

dr (1 - d)' = 0,

P=

(D.9)

Ls; .
i

"

With nonvanishing velocity, we must use the corresponding equilibrium
populations given to relevant order by (cf. equat ion (4.14))

(D.lO)
Here, we have used the unsealed velocity u. Below, however, we will use
U since the scaling factor is taken care of by the Boolean switch (. Using
(D .lO) in (D.6), we find that the average momentum imparted by €~,I transitions is to leading order linear in U. Identifying with equation (D .S), we
find that the B(s ...., s')'s must satisfy the following constraints

Ca~ = ~ (1 C

d)'-l

L

_,_ 1 ,I-

c;a( s: - s;)B(s ...., s' ) ( :
1

d)P L. s;c;~,
1

(D.ll)

P = Ls; .
i

Equations (D.9) and (D.ll) are the additional constraints on the B(s ....,
8') 's for case II.
As an illust ration, consider the case of the pseudo-four-dimensio nal
FCHC model wit h a Corio lis force 2011 U, where 0 is in t he xs-direction. A
possib le implementation for the e~" transitions is through rotation by '1r/2
around the xs-axis of those particles having their velocity perpendicular to
t his ax is (with a probability dependent on 0).
Appendix E.

Catalog of results for FHP models

The purpose of this appendix is to summarize all known analytic results for
the FHP models, including the models II and III which have rest particles.
Adapting the theory to cases with at most one rest particle is quite straightforward if one includes the rest-particle velocity, namely vector zero. Our
derivations made extensive use of properties PI to PO of section 2.4. With
rest particles, PI, P2, P4, and P5 are unchanged. In P3, ). and Il have
usually different values for moving and rest particles . PO becomes

(E.1)
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FHP-I

FHP-II

FHP-ill

Po

6d

7d

7d

c,

72

If

If

1

9

!1 -2d
2 l -d

V

Ii d el -

1

7 1-2d

~1 -2d

12 I -d

12 I -d

1

1

d)! -

8"

1

1

1

1

ii d(l-

1
cW 1-4d/7 -

1

i

1
1
1
28 d(l d) I 8d(l - d)/7

,

0

98del-d)'

R m..

0.387

1.08

2.22

d m..

0.187

0.179

0.285

*

1

ii

-

1
1
1
98 4( 1 d) 1-2d(1 -d)
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-.
1

1

ii

Table 1: Analytic results for t hree FHP models

where b is still the number of bits, so t hat b - 1 is the number of particles
moving with spee d c.
In Table 1 below, we give results in terms of the mean density per
cell d for the following quantit ies: the mean density Po , t he coefficient
g(po) rescaling t he nonlinear term in th e Navier -Stok es equat ion (see for
example equation (7.13)) , t he kinematic shear viscosity 11, the kinem atic
bul k viscos ity ~, the maximum value R:·" of t he coefficient R. appearing in
t he Reynolds number (see equat ion (8.29)) , and dm . . , the dens ity at which
the Reynolds number is maximum. T he viscosities 11 and ~ are calculated
wit hin the latt ice Boltzmann approximation (see section 8.2). Po ~ is the
dynamic bulk viscosity; when it does not vanis h , as is the case with rest
particles, equation (7.11) becomes

a,l + PoV · u
poa,u

+ c;V l

A p pendix F .
F .1

= 0
= Pol' ( V'u

D -2 VV . u ) + Po,VV . u .
+ -----r;-

(E.2)

A n H -theorem fo r lattice gases"

N ot a tion and basic equatio ns

We nu mber from 1 to b the cells at a given node (b is the number of different
velocity vectors) . It is not necessary that the velocity moduli are equal.
Also, it will not be necessary to specify any symmetry for the lattice or for
the collision rules. Finally, we will not make use of the conservation of the
23by M. Hencn, Observetcire de Nice.
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number of particles or of the momentum, so th at the proof is applicable to
lattic es where t hese conservat ion laws are vi olated .
We write S j, = 1 if particle i is present in the input s ta te, 0 if it is absent .
An input st ate is thus defined by s = (81) .. . I Sb )' The number of distinct
inpu t states is 2b .
We call P (s) the probability of an input state s, We have

LP(s)

(F.l)

= 1.

We call N, the probability that part icle i is present . We have

N; = L S;P(s),

1 - N; = L(1 - s;)P (s).

(F.2)

We define in the sa me way S~, s' = (s~, . . . ,sD , P '[s'}, Nt for the outp ut
state.
We ca ll A(s ---+ 5') th e probability th at an inpu t state s is cha nged into
an outpu t state s' by the collision. We have

P'(s')

=

L P (s)A(s -> s').

(F. 3)

We have, of course,

LA(s -> s') = 1,

.'

(FA)

where the sum is over all out put states . We will ass ume that th e co llis ion
rules obey sem i-detailed balan ce, i.e. , that we have also

LA(s
F .2

->

s') = 1.

(F.5)

Local theorem

L emma 1. If I( x) is a convex fun ction (d' I / dx' > 0) , then

L !lP'(s') ]:": L !lP(s)].

(F.6)

.'

Proof: From general properties of convex functi ons, we have

I

[L:. q(S )P (S)] < L:. q(s)/ IP(s)]
L:. q(s)
L:. q(s) ,

(F .7)

where the q(s) are arbitrary positive or zero coefficients. Tak ing q(s) =
A(s -> s'), wit h s' given , and using equat ions (F .3) and (F .5), we obtain

I IP'(s')] :,,: L A(s ,s')!l P(s) ].

(F .8)

Sunning over s' and using equatio n (FA) , we obtain equation (F.6) . •
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Lemma 2. The following inequality holds:

(F.9)

L P'(s') InP'(s') ::; L P(s) lnP(s) .

"
Proof: We apply Lemma 1 with f (x) = x In x . I

Lemma 3 . The following inequality holds:

,

L P (s) In P( s) 2': L[N;l n N i + (1- N;) In( l - Ni )]'

(F.lD)

i= l

The equality holds if and only if

,

P( 51, .. . , 8 /1 ) --

II N ;" (l -

(F.ll)

N I·)' - " ·

;=1

Proof:" The right-hand side of equation (F.lO) can be written, using
equation (F.2):

,

L L [s;P (s) In N; + (1- s;)P(s) In (l - N;)],

(F .12)

i= 1 •

or

(F .13)
T herefore, equat ion (F.lD) can also be written

L P(s ) In
,

[m=.Nt;P(s)
(l - N;)'-" J s o.

(F .14)

W e have, for any :c:

(F .15)

lnx ~x-l,

where the equality holds only if :z: = 1. Therefore,
In

[II'

1= 1

N~;(
l I

P(s)

N ')' - '; J <
I

II'

1= 1

N ';(l - N ·)'- ';
P(s)
I

1

1.

(F.16)

Multiplying this by P( s) and summing over s, we obtain t he desired result.
I
T he relati on (F .11) corres ponds to the Boltz man n approx imation (independence of input part icles).

24inspired by reference 85.
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Local H -theorem
If the collision rules satisfy semi-detailed balance, and in the Bo ltzmann
approximation, the following inequality holds:

,

:LIN: InN: + (1 - NIlln(I

NIl]

i=1

,

:s :LIN; InN; + (1 -

N;) In(I- N;)] .)

(F.I7)

i =l

Proof: From Lemma 3, we have

,

:LP(s) In P (s) = :LIN; InN; + (1 - N;) In(I- N;)].

(F.I8)

i=1

Comb ining with Lemma 2:

,

:LP'(s') In P'( s') :S :LIN; InN; + (1 - N;) In(l - N;)] .
Jl'

(F .I9)

1' =1

Finally, applying Lemma 3 to the Nf's and the p"S, we obtain equation
(F .I 7).•
We remark that both condit ions of the theorem are necessary; one can
eas ily find counterexamples if one or the other is not satisfied. Consider,
for inst ance, a node of the HPP lattice with probab ilities before collision:
P(I, 0,1,0) = 1/2, P(O, 1, 0, 0) = 1/2. We have : N, = 1/2, N, = 1/2,
N 3 = 1/2, N 4 = 0; the Bo ltzmann approximat ion is not satisfied. We take
the usual HPP collision rules. The probabilit ies after collision are then
P '(O,I ,O,I) = 1/2, P' (O ,I,O,O) = 1/2. From this, we ded uce N; = 0,
N; = 1, N; = 0, N: = 1/2, an d it can be immediately ver ified that the
left- han d member of equation (F .I 7) is larger than the right-hand member.
Similarly, let us modi fy the collision rules and keep only one kind of
collision: (1,0,1,0) gives (0,1,0, I), but not conversely. Semi-detailed balance is not sat isfied. Take for instance N 1 = N 2 = N s = N" = 1/2. We
assume that the Boltzmann approximation holds; therefore, P(s) = 1/16
for all s , We deduce P '( I,O,l,O) = 0; P'(O,I , O,I) = 2/16; P'(s') = 1/16
for the other s': Nf = N~ = 7/16, N~ = N~ = 9/16; and here again the
inequality (F .I 7) is violated.

F.3

G lobal t h eor em

First we sum equation (F.17 ) over all latt ice nodes. We obtain a sum over
all cells at all lat tice nodes; their total number will be denoted by T:

tIN'!;) lnN'U) + (1 - N 'U) ) In( I
i =1

~ N 'U))]
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,
$ L IN U) InNU)
; =1

+ (1 -

NU )) In( 1 - N U))].

(F. 20)

Next we re m ar k that t his sum is invariant under propagation. We can
t he refore ext end the theorem to an arb it rary number of t ime steps , and we
obta in (with the same hypotheses as for the local t heo rem) :

G lobal H-theorem
The function
t

[N U) InNU) + (1 - N U) ) In(1 - NU ))I

(F .21)

; =1
is non-increasing as th e lattice gas evolves.

A p p end ix F .1

Interpr eta t ion in t erms of informa tion theory

Consider a probability distribution over v p ossible cases: PI, . .. , Pv. The
asso ciat ed information is
v

log2 V

+L

(F .22)

Pi log2 Pi·

i =1

°

T his information has a minimal value if a ll cas es h ave t he sa me probability: PI = . .. = Pv = i]» . It has a m aximal value log, v if on e of the
Pi is I while t he ot he rs are 0, i.e., for a de t er ministic cho ice b etween the v
cases.
We come back t o lattices. P (s ) repr esen ts a p robability distribut ion on
2" cases, and therefore an information

b+

L P(s) log, P( s) .

(F.23)

Thus, Lemma 2 expresse s the following property: if sem i-deta iled b alance is sat isfied , then the information cont ained in the P ca n only re m ain
cons tant or decrease in a collision .
From t he P's , we can compute the Ni's by t he for mu las (F .2) , but
the converse is not gener ally true; in ot her words, the P 's contain mor e
informat ion than the Nt's. Lemma 3 ex presses this fact .
In t he particular case of the Bolt zmann approx imation, the particles
are considered as indepe ndent, a nd therefore, the P 's conta in n o more
inform at ion than the N/s . We have then the equa lity in equ at ion (F .ID).
The proof of the local H-theor em ca n ther efore b e int erpreted as follows:
(i) initially the Ni's ar e given; this represe nts a given infor m ati on; (ii)
we compute the corresp on ding P 's in the Bolt zmann approximation; the
information does not change; (iii) we compute the collision an d obt ain the
P"s; the information decreases or st ays constant; (iv) we com pu t e t he N "s
from the P"Sj here again, the information decreases or st ays constant .
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